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TO THE USER

This equipment has been tested and found to comply
with the limits for a Class A digital device, pursuant to
Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to
provide reasonable protection against harmful interfer-
ence when the equipment is operated in a commercial
environment. This equipment generates, uses, and can
radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and
used in accordance with the instruction manual, may
cause harmful interference to radio communications.
Operation of this equipment in a residental area is likely
to cause harmful interference in which case the user will
be required to correct the interference at his own
expense.

CAUTION
Changes or modifications to this equipment not
expressly approved by TEAC CORPORATION for
compliance could void the user's authority to operate
this equipment.

Important Safety Precautions

For the consumers in Europe

WARNING
This is a Class A product. In a domestic environment, this prod-
uct may cause radio interference in which case the user may be
required to take adequate measures.

Pour les utilisateurs en Europe

AVERTISSEMENT
Il s'agit d'un produit de Classe A. Dans un environnement domes-
tique, cet appareil peut provoquer des interférences radio, dans ce
cas l'utilisateur peut être amené à prendre des mesures appro-
priées.

Für Kunden in Europa

Warnung
Dies is eine Einrichtung, welche die Funk-Entstörung nach
Klasse A besitzt. Diese Einrichtung kann im Wohnbereich
Funkstörungen versursachen ; in diesem Fall kann vom Betrieber
verlang werden, angemessene Maßnahmen durchzuführen und
dafür aufzukommen.

For U.S.A

This appliance has a serial number located on the
rear panel. Please record the model number and
serial number and retain them for your records.
Model number
Serial number

WARNING: TO PREVENT FIRE OR SHOCK
HAZARD, DO NOT EXPOSE THIS 

APPLIANCE TO RAIN OR MOISTURE.

The exclamation point within an equilateral triangle is intended to alert the user to the presence of important
operating and maintenance (servicing) instructions in the literature accompanying the appliance.

The lightning flash with arrowhead symbol, within equilateral triangle, is intended to alert the user to the
presence of uninsulated “dangerous voltage” within the product’s enclosure that may be of sufficient magni-
tude to constitute a risk of electric shock to persons.

CAUTION: TO REDUCE THE RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK, DO NOT REMOVE  COVER (OR
BACK). NO USER-SERVICEABLE PARTS INSIDE. REFER SERVICING TO QUALIFIED SERVICE
PERSONNEL.


�
�

DO NOT cut off the mains plug from this equipment.
If the plug fitted is not suitable for the power points in your
home or the cable is too short to reach a power point, then
obtain an appropriate safety approved extension lead or
consult your dealer.

If nonetheless the mains plug is cut off, remove the 
fuse and dispose of the plug immediately, to avoid 
a possible shock hazard by inadvertent connection to the
mains supply.

If this product is not provided with a mains plug, or one has to
be fitted, then follow the instructions given below:

IMPORTANT: The wires in this mains lead are coloured in
accordance with the following code:

GREEN-AND-YELLOW : EARTH
BLUE : NEUTRAL
BROWN : LIVE

WARNING: This apparatus must be earthed.

As the colours of the wires in the mains lead of this apparatus
may not correspond with the coloured markings identifying
the terminals in your plug proceed as follows:

The wire which is coloured GREEN-and-YELLOW must be
connected to the terminal in the plug which is marked by the
letter E or by the safety earth symbol ç or coloured GREEN or
GREEN-and-YELLOW.

The wire which is coloured BLUE must be connected to the
terminal which is marked with the letter N or coloured
BLACK.

The wire which is coloured BROWN must be connected to the
terminal which is marked with the letter L or coloured RED.

When replacing the fuse only a correctly rated approved type
should be used and be sure to re-fit the fuse cover.

IF IN DOUBT — CONSULT A COMPETENT 
ELECTRICIAN.
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CAUTION:
Read all of these Instructions.
Save these Instructions for later use.
Follow all Warnings and Instructions marked on the audio 

equipment.

1) Read instructions — All the safety and operating instructions should be
read before the product is operated.
2) Retain instructions — The safety and operating instructions should be
retained for future reference.
3) Heed Warnings — All warnings on the product and in the operating
instructions should be adhered to.
4) Follow instructions — All operating and use instructions should be
followed.
5) Cleaning — Unplug this product from the wall outlet before cleaning. Do
not use liquid cleaners or aerosol cleaners. Use a damp cloth for cleaning.
6) Attachments — Do not use attachments not recommended by the product
manufacturer as they may cause hazards.
7) Water and Moisture — Do not use this product near water _ for example,
near a bath tub, wash bowl, kitchen sink, or laundry tub; in a wet basement; or
near a swimming pool; and the like.
8) Accessories — Do not place this product on an unstable cart, stand, tripod,
bracket, or table. The product may fall, causing serious injury to a child or
adult, and serious damage to the product. Use only with a cart, stand, tripod,
bracket, or table recommended by the manufacturer, or sold with the product.
Any mounting of the product should follow the manufacturer’s instructions,
and should use a mounting accessory recommended by the manufacturer.
9) A product and cart combination should be moved with care. Quick stops,
excessive force, and uneven surfaces may cause the product and cart combina-
tion to overturn.
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10) Ventilation — Slots and openings in the cabinet are provided for ventila-
tion and to ensure reliable operation of the product  and to protect it from
overheating, and these openings must not be blocked or  covered. The open-
ings should never be blocked by placing the product on a bed, sofa, rug, or
other similar surface. This product should not be placed in a built-in installa-
tion such as a bookcase or rack unless proper ventilation is provided or the
manufacturer’s instructions have been adhered to.
11) Power Sources — This product should be operated only from the type of
power source indicated on the marking label. If you are not sure of the type of
power supply to your home, consult your product dealer or local power
company. For products intended to operate from battery power, or other
sources, refer to the operating instructions.
12) Grounding or Polarization — This product may be equipped with a
polarized alternating-current line plug (a plug having one blade wider than
the other). This plug will fit into the power outlet only one way. This is a
safety feature. If you are unable to insert the plug fully into the outlet, try
reversing the plug. If the plug should still fail to fit, contact your electrician to
replace your obsolete outlet. Do not defeat the safety purpose of the polarized
plug.
13) Power-Cord Protection — Power-supply cords should be routed so that
they are not likely to be walked on or pinched by items placed upon or against
them, paying particular attention to cords at plugs, convenience receptacles,
and the point where they exit from the product.
14) Outdoor Antenna Grounding — If an outside antenna or cable system
is connected to the product, be  sure the antenna or cable system is grounded
so as to provide some protection against voltage surges and built-up static
charges. Article 810 of the National Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA 70,
provides information with regard to proper grounding of the mast and support-
ing structure, grounding of the lead-in wire to an antenna discharge unit, size
of grounding conductors, location of antenna-discharge unit, connection to
grounding electrodes, and requirements for the grounding electrode.
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ANTENNA
DISCHARGE UNIT
(NEC SECTION 810-20)

GROUNDING CONDUCTORS
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GROUND CLAMPS

POWER SERVICE GROUNDING
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(NEC ART 250. PART H)
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15) Lightning — For added protection for this product during a lightning
storm, or when it is left unattended and unused for long periods of time,
unplug it from the wall outlet and disconnect the antenna or cable system.
This will prevent damage to the product due to lightning and power-line
surges.
16) Power Lines — An outside antenna system should not be located in the
vicinity of overhead power lines or other electric light or power circuits, or
where it can fall into such power lines or circuits. When installing an outside
antenna system, extreme care should be taken to keep from touching such
power lines or circuits as contact with them might be fatal.
17) Overloading — Do not overload wall outlets, extension cords, or integral
convenience receptacles as this can result in risk of fire or electric shock.
18) Object and Liquid Entry — Never push objects of any kind into this
product through openings as they may touch dangerous voltage points or
short-out parts that could result in a fire or electric shock. Never spill liquid of
any kind on the product.
19) Servicing — Do not attempt to service this product yourself as opening
or removing covers may expose you to dangerous voltage or other hazards.
Refer all servicing to qualified service personnel.
20) Damage Requiring Service — Unplug this product from the wall outlet
and refer servicing to qualified service personnel under the following condi-
tions:
a) when the power-supply cord or plug is damaged.
b) if liquid has been spilled, or objects have fallen into the product.
c) if the product has been exposed to rain or water.
d) if the product does not operate normally by following the operating
instructions. Adjust only those controls that are covered by the operating
instructions as an improper adjustment of other controls may result in damage
and will often require extensive work by a qualified technician to restore the
product to its normal operation.
e) if the product has been dropped or damaged in any way.
f ) when the product exhibits a distinct change in performance _ this indi-
cates a need for service.
21) Replacement Parts — When replacement  parts are required, be sure the
service technician has used replacement parts specified by the manufacturer or
have the same characteristics as the original part. Unauthorized substitutions
may result in fire, electric shock, or other hazards.
22) Safety Check — Upon completion of any service or repairs to this prod-
uct, ask the service technician to perform safety checks to determine that the
product is in proper operating condition.
23) Wall or Ceiling Mounting — The product should be mounted to a wall
or ceiling only  as recommended by the manufacturer.
24) Heat — The product should be situated away from heat sources such as
radiators, heat registers, stoves, or other products (including amplifiers) that
produce heat.

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
"Note to CATV system installer:
This reminder is provided to call the CATV system installer’s attention to
Section 820-40 of the NEC which provides guidelines for proper grounding
and, in particular, specifies that the cable ground shall be connected to the
grounding system of the building, as close to the point of cable entry as practi-
cal.

CE Marking Information of MX-2424
a) Applicable Electromagnetic Environment: E4
b) Peak inrush current:   A
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storm, or when it is left unattended and unused for long periods of time,
unplug it from the wall outlet and disconnect the antenna or cable system.
This will prevent damage to the product due to lightning and power-line
surges.
16) Power Lines — An outside antenna system should not be located in the
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c) if the product has been exposed to rain or water.
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instructions as an improper adjustment of other controls may result in damage
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product to its normal operation.
e) if the product has been dropped or damaged in any way.
f ) when the product exhibits a distinct change in performance _ this indi-
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21) Replacement Parts — When replacement  parts are required, be sure the
service technician has used replacement parts specified by the manufacturer or
have the same characteristics as the original part. Unauthorized substitutions
may result in fire, electric shock, or other hazards.
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product is in proper operating condition.
23) Wall or Ceiling Mounting — The product should be mounted to a wall
or ceiling only  as recommended by the manufacturer.
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produce heat.
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Installing The MX-2424

When mounting MX-2424's on top of each other in a rack
the feet may be removed by unscrewing them.
To replace the feet:
1. Insert the fastener into the foot
2. Snap the fastener & foot back into the hole in the bottom of the MX-2424 chassis
3. Snap the screw into the fastener's hole

Multiple units can be rack-mounted on top of each other in a standard 19" rack when forced air rack
ventilation is provided.  Each unit will occupy 3U of space.  A one inch clearance is required on both
sides of the MX-2424 (even in single-unit installations).  In facilities with raised computer-room style
flooring, a ventilation opening in the floor is recommended.  In no case should the internal rack temperature
ever exceed 100 degrees Fahrenheit (43 degrees Centigrade) during operation (as measured at the rear of
any MX-2424 in the system).
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REAR PANEL

The back panel is where all connections are made and user-installable modular I/O options may be installed.  The
internal auto-switching power supply provides both 110 and 220 volt operation.  For installation instructions of any
optional I/O modules please refer to MX-2424  Installation.

[53] Analog to Digital/Digital to Analog Module
The A/D/D/A module provides 24 channels of analog to digital and digital to analog conversion at 24 bit 44.1k/48k
or 12 channels of 24 bit 96k on six DB-25 connectors.  All converters used are the same to ensure consistent high
quality audio across the entire machine.

[52] Digital I/O Options
There are three different 24 track digital options for the MX-2424: TDIF, ADAT�   Optical, and AES/EBU.  The
AES/EBU module supports input sample rate conversion.

[55] AES/EBU Connectors
AES/EBU Female Connector:
This connector allows the input of AES/EBU stereo digital audio, which can then be routed to any odd/even pair of
tracks.  Sample rate conversion may be applied to audio coming in on this connector.

AES/EBU digital clock may be received by the MX-2424 on this input as needed.

AES/EBU Male Connector:
This connector will output stereo AES/EBU digital audio and clock from a selectable stereo pair of adjacent
odd/even tracks.  The default setting is clock only.

[54] S/PDIF Connectors
S/PDIF Coaxial Input Connector:
This connector allows the input of S/PDIF stereo digital audio, which can then be routed to any odd/even pair of
tracks. Sample rate conversion may be applied to audio coming in on this connector.
S/PDIF digital clock may be received by the MX-2424 this input as needed.

S/PDIF Coaxial Output Connector:
This connector will output stereo S/PDIF digital audio and clock from a selectable stereo pair of adjacent odd/even
tracks.  The default setting is clock only.

[58] Remote Connector
This connector is used to connect the RC-2424 remote control unit.  (Do not confuse this connector with the TL-Bus
connectors!)

[56} Footswitch
This connector allows the use of a foot switch for Record Punch In/Out.  The MX-2424 will sense the polarity of the
footswitch when the unit is powered on with the footswitch connected.  (Do not hold down the footswitch during
power up as this will cause the MX-2424 to incorrectly sense the polarity.)  See MX-2424 Installation for details on
supported types of footswitches.

This connector will also accept input from an Alesis�  LRC for basic transport control.
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[59] TL-Bus
These connectors provide communication and sample accurate synchronization between multiple MX-2424’s and/or
a TL-Sync synchronizer.  The total length of all cables connected to the TL-Bus cannot exceed 100 meters.  ID
numbers must be different for each unit on the TL-Bus.  Note that a unit in the middle of the bus can be off and still
sending bus communication through its connectors.  Units are “daisy-chained” with these connectors from Out to In.

[61] Video Sync In/Thru
The BNC VIDEO SYNC IN connector provides the ability to lock the MX-2424 sample clock to incoming black
burst or color bars using NTSC or PAL video signals.  The MX-2424 will auto-switch to the appropriate incoming
format.

The Video Thru connector passes the video signal fed to the Video Input straight through the MX-2424 so that
devices later in an equipment chain can utilize the video signal with no added delay.  This connector is self-
terminating.

[62] Net
This RJ-45 connector is used for 100Mb Ethernet connection to a personal computer for the ViewNet GUI program
and network connections to the MX-2424.  Software updates downloaded from the TASCAM web site can be
loaded into the MX-2424 from a personal computer via this port.  See the ViewNet Operations Manual for more
detail.

[63] Fast/Wide SCSI Connector
This connector is used for connection of external storage devices to the MX-2424.  (Please refer to SCSI Tips for MX
Users for more detail.)

[57] Word Clock In/Out/Thru
The Word Clock In connector allows the MX-2424 to lock to a variety of standard word clock sources.  If the MX-
2424 is set to read digital clock and it is not present or there is a mismatch in the frequencies, the Sample Lock [50]
indicator will flash.

The Word Clock Out connector always outputs digital clock generated by the MX-2424.

The Word Clock Thru connector allows the incoming clock present at the Word Clock In connector to pass
through the MX-2424 without regeneration.  This eliminates the slight delay caused by regenerating the incoming
clock.  This connector is always active whenever digital clock is present at the Word Clock In connector.

[51] Time Code In/Out/Thru:
These are balanced ¼ inch TRS connectors.

The Time Code In connector allows the MX-2424 to synchronize playback to incoming SMPTE and derive digital
clock from that time code.  The time code coming in on this connection is displayed in the LCD when <SHIFT>
[19] then OUT [31] <TC READER> is pressed on the front panel.

The Time Code Out connector outputs the time code generated by the MX-2424 including any offset when the MX-
2424 is in play or record modes.

The Time Code Thru connector will send out reshaped time code that matches the time code coming in on the IN
connector.  This feature allows the creation of an offset inside the MX-2424 yet passes the time code present at the
In connector through to be read by another device.
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[60] MIDI In/Out/Thru:
The MIDI In connector will allow the MX-2424 to lock to MIDI time code for chase play and record.  The MX-
2424 will also respond to standard MIDI machine control messages for play, track arm, record, rewind, fast forward,
stop, jog/shuttle and scrub.  NOTE:  When slaved to incoming MIDI time code it may be necessary to also lock the
MX-2424 to the digital clock of the device that is sending the MIDI time code.

The MIDI Out connector will generate MIDI time code that corresponds to the current position of the play head
including any offset.

The MIDI Thru connector will pass the MIDI information present on the MIDI In connection through the MX-2424
unaltered.

[64] IEC 3-Prong AC Connector:
This is where the power cord goes.
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CONNECTING THE MX-2424

Following is a listing/description of cables required to make connections to the MX-2424.  Please note that while
some cables look similar in appearance they may be wired/constructed very differently.  Always use the correct
cable!

[53] Analog Multi-Track Connections

To connect the inputs/outputs of an analog device with balanced DB25 connectors to the analog inputs/outputs of
the IF-AN24 if installed in the MX-2424  (NOTE: This is not a TDIF or AES/EBU cable.):
CU/SD103 DB25(M) – DB25(M) 3 Meters
CU/SD105 DB25(M) – DB25(M) 5 Meters
�  8 Channels, input or output per cable

To connect the outputs of the IF-AN24 if installed in the MX-2424 to the inputs of an analog device with XLR
connectors:
CU/SD203 DB25(M) – XLR(M) 3 Meters
CU/SD205 DB25(M) – XLR(M) 5 Meters
�  8 Channels per cable

To connect the outputs of an analog device with XLR connectors to the inputs of the IF-AN24 if installed in the
MX-2424:
CU/SD303 DB25(F) – XLR(F) 3 Meters
CU/SD303 DB25(F) – XLR(F) 5 Meters
�  8 Channels per cable

To connect the inputs/outputs of an analog device with balanced ¼” TRS connectors to the analog inputs/outputs of
the IF-AN24 if installed in the MX-2424:
CU/SD403 DB25(M) – ¼” TRS(M) 3 Meters
CU/SD405 DB25(M) – ¼” TRS(M) 5 Meters
�  8 Channels, input or output per cable
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[52] Digital Multi-Track Connections

To connect digitally to another device using TDIF connections when the IF-TD24 is installed in the MX-2424
(NOTE: This is not an AES/EBU or analog cable.):
CU/PW88DS TDIF Cable 0.5 Meter
CU/PW88D TDIF Cable 1 Meter
CU/PW88DM TDIF Cable 3 Meters
CU/PW88DL TDIF Cable 5 Meters
�  8 Channels, input and output per cable

To connect digitally to another device using Adat Optical connections when the IF-AD24 is installed in the MX-
2424:
CU/ADOP03 Fiber-Optic Cable 1 Meter
CU/ADOP06 Fiber-Optic Cable 2 Meters
CU/ADOP16 Fiber-Optic Cable 5 Meters
�  8 Channels, input or output per cable

To connect digitally to another device using AES/EBU connections when the IF-AE24 is installed in the MX-2424:
CU/AES825 AES/EBU DB25(M) – XLR(M) x 4 and XLR(F) x 4 8 Meters
�  8 Channels, input and output per cable

CU/AES2503 AES/EBU DB25(M) – AES/EBUDB25(M) 1 Meter
CU/AES2510 AES/EBU DB25(M) – AES/EBUDB25(M) 3 Meters
CU/AES2516 AES/EBU DB25(M) – AES/EBUDB25(M) 5 Meters
(NOTE: This is not a TDIF or analog cable.)
�  8 Channels, input and output per cable

[55] AES/EBU Stereo Digital Audio Connections

To connect digitally to another stereo device using AES/EBU (XLR) connections:
CU/AES103 XLR(M) – XLR(F) 110 Ohm 1 Meter
CU/AES110 XLR(M) – XLR(F) 110 Ohm 3 Meters
CU/AES116 XLR(M) – XLR(F) 110 Ohm 5 Meters
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[54] SPDIF Connections

To connect digitally to another stereo device using SPDIF (Coaxial) connections:
CU/SPD106 Double-Shield Coax 75 Ohm RCA – RCA 2 Meters
CU/SPD110 Double-Shield Coax 75 Ohm RCA – RCA 3 Meters
CU/SPD113 Double-Shield Coax 75 Ohm RCA – RCA 4 Meters

[58] Remote Connection

This cable comes with the RC-2424.

[56} Footswitch Connection

This cable is already attached to the footswitch or LRC.

[59] TL-Bus Connection

This cable is used to synchronize MX-2424’s on the TL-Bus:
CU/MXBUS01 1 Meter

[61] Video Sync In/Thru Connections

This cable is used to connect to another device to provide video sync to the MX-2424:
CU/BB102 BNC – BNC 75 Ohm RG59 2 Meters
CU/BR202 BNC – RCA 75 Ohm RG59 2 Meters

[62] Net Connection

Category 5 Ethernet cables are used to connect the MX-2424 to a computer running the ViewNet application.  When
connecting directly to a computer a Crossover Cable is used.  When connecting to a computer through an Ethernet
hub a Straight Cable is used.

[63] SCSI Connection

Please refer to SCSI & The MX-2424 for detailed information about SCSI cables.

[57] Word Clock In/Out/Thru Connections

This cable is used to digital word clock connections between other equipment and the MX-2424:
CU/BB102 BNC – BNC 75 Ohm RG59 2 Meters
CU/BR202 BNC – RCA 75 Ohm RG59 2 Meters
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[51] Time Code In/Out/Thru Connections

This cable is used for time code connections between other equipment and the MX-2424:
CU/AB202 ¼” TRS(M) – ¼” TRS(M) 2 Meters
CU/AB203 ¼” TRS(M) – ¼” TRS(M) 3 Meters
CU/AB205 ¼” TRS(M) – ¼” TRS(M) 5 Meters
�  For time code in/out of the MX-2424.

CU/AB302 XLR(M) – ¼’ TRS(M) 2 Meters
CU/AB303 XLR(M) – ¼’ TRS(M) 3 Meters
CU/AB305 XLR(M) – ¼’ TRS(M) 5 Meters
�  For time code output from the MX-2424 to a device with XLR time code connections

CU/AD402 XLR(F) – ¼” TRS(M) 2 Meters
CU/AD403 XLR(F) – ¼” TRS(M) 3 Meters
CU/AD405 XLR(F) – ¼” TRS(M) 5 Meters
�  For time code input to the MX-2424 from a device with XLR time code connections

[60] MIDI In/Out/Thru Connections

This cable is used for MIDI connections between the MX-2424 and other equipment.

CU/MD201 0.3 Meter
CU/MD203 1 Meter
CU/MD205 1.5 Meters
CU/MD210 3 Meters
CU/MD215 4.5 Meters
CU/MD220 6 Meters
CU/MD225 7.5 Meters

[64] IEC 3-Prong AC Connection

This is where the power cord goes.
CU/PWCD8 MX-2424 to wall outlet power cord 2.5 Meters

This is a standard 3-prong power cord.
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FRONT PANEL

[2] Power Switch
The power switch is located in the top left-hand corner of the unit.

[1] Track Function Keys
These keys determine which function will be applied to the track/tracks when selected by the individual track
selection keys.

[3] MOUNT/UNMOUNT
When MOUNT [3] is pressed the MX-2424 will attempt to mount all drives attached to the SCSI bus.  If there are
any devices on the SCSI bus already mounted then un-mounted drives will not be mounted and “Already Mounted”
will be displayed in the LCD [18].  When <SHIFT> [19] then MOUNT<UNMOUNT> [3] is pressed the MX-2424
will un-mount any devices that are currently mounted on the SCSI bus.  If no devices are mounted then “Already
Unmounted” will be displayed in the LCD [18].  (NOTE: These operations are not possible when the transport is
running.)

[4] Individual Track Selection Keys (Triangular Keys)
These keys are used to select individual tracks.  The function applied to the track(s) is determined by the Track
Function Keys [1].

[5] Track Level Meters/Status Indicators

The Track Number indicates which audio track the LED’s
and meter below represent.
The Input Indicator will light on any track(s) that are set to
Input.
The Peak Level Meter will show the input or recorded
level of audio on its corresponding track.
The red Zero Indicator at the top of the meter will flash
when the audio level reaches zero and stay illuminated
when three or more consecutive samples show an overload
condition. (The overload condition will turn off when the
play or record key is pressed.)
The Edit Select Indicator will light on any track(s) that are
selected for input or editing using the Track Function Keys [1].  Edits are only possible on tracks that have this
indicator lit.
The Record Ready Indicator will blink on any track(s) that are record-enabled and light solid on any track(s) that
are actually recording.

[14] Status Indicators
The ERROR indicator and the CANCEL [15] indicator will blink when an illegal operation has been attempted or
an error condition exists in the MX-2424.  An explanation of the error will be displayed in the LCD [18].  Press
CANCEL [15] to clear the ERROR indication.
The BUSY indicator will light when the MX-2424 is performing an operation and is momentarily busy, such as an
edit operation.
The MIDI indicator will momentarily light when a MIDI message is sent to the MX-2424 that it can respond to.  If
the MX-2424 does not respond to the incoming MIDI message then this indicator will not light.
The DISK indicator will light when the MX-2424 is writing or reading from any type of SCSI device – inside the
chassis, or connected to the external SCSI connector. This includes hard drives, DVD-RAM and tape drives.
(NOTE:  This indicator is not present on the RC-2424 remote control unit.)
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[24] LED Configuration Matrix

[47] Sample Rate LED’s (Yellow)
44100: Indicates that the current sample rate frequency is 44.1 kHz.
48000: Indicates that the current sample rate frequency is 48 kHz.
2X: Used in conjunction with the sample rate LED’s, indicates that the displayed sample rate is

doubled.
PULL DOWN: Used in Conjunction with the other sample rate LEDs, indicates that the displayed sample rate is

in pull down mode.  (For example: 44.056 kHz or 47.952 kHz)
NON STD: Indicates that a non-standard sample rate is being used such as varispeed.  This LED is also used

for pull up modes.

[48] Time Code LED’s (Yellow)
These LED’s indicate the incoming time code frame rate.

[49] Record Mode LED’s (Yellow)
24-BIT: Indicates that the MX-2424 will record new audio in 24-bit mode.  When the LED is off the MX-

2424 will record new audio in 16-bit mode.
TL-TAPE: Indicates that the MX-2424 is in TL-Tape Mode.  When this LED is off the MX-2424 is in non-

destructive mode.
DIG IN: Indicates that the multi-track digital input is selected as the recording source for at least one group

of eight channels, i.e. 1-8, 9-16, and/or 17-24.
2CH I/O: Indicates that the stereo digital I/O is selected as the recording source for at least one group of

eight channels, i.e. 1-8, 9-16, and/or 17-24.
AUTO INPUT: Indicates that Auto Input Mode is active.  When this mode is active any track set to record ready

will automatically switch to playback when the transport is running and recording is not taking
place.  When this mode is not active it is possible to monitor the input of any track set to record
ready while the transport is in motion.  (Default is ON.)

[50] Sync LED’s (Yellow)
SAMPLE LOCK: This LED will light solid when the MX-2424 is receiving valid sync from the source that

is displayed in Menu 003.  If source is not present, the LED will blink indicating that the
source is unavailable.  If the MX-2424 is set to Timecode Chase, this LED will blink
until time code is received.

CHASE LOCK: This LED lights solid when the MX-2424 is in stable chase mode.
TL-BUS MASTER: Indicates that the MX-2424 is the Master that can be used to control other MX units via

the TL-Bus.  The MX-2424 must be online to operate as a Master.
TL-BUS SLAVE: Indicates that the MX-2424 is a slave on the TL-Bus. The MX-2424 must be online to

operate as a Slave.
TC CHASE: Indicates the MX-2424 is in time code chase mode using either LTC or MTC as the time

code type.  The MX-2424 can be TL-Bus Master (controlling other MX-2424 units that
are in TL-BUS Slave mode) and be in time code chase mode at the same time. The
ONLINE [25] indicator must be lit to chase time code.
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Edit Keys:
The EDIT [1] key is pressed to allow selection of the track(s) to be edited.  When a track is selected the green SEL
LED is lit for that track.  Edits are performed to audio on selected tracks using the In and Out points.  (Please refer
to Editing Functions for more detail)

[6] CUT <LOCAL CUT>
Pressing CUT [6] will perform a Cut operation to the selected track(s) between the In and Out points.
Pressing <SHIFT> [19] then CUT<LOCAL CUT> [6] will perform a Local Cut operation to the selected track(s)
between the In and Out points.

[7] COPY <SPLIT>
Pressing COPY [7] will perform a Copy operation to the selected tracks(s) between the In and Out points.
Pressing <SHIFT> [19] then COPY<SPLIT> [7] will perform a Split operation to the selected track(s) at the
current position of the Play Head.

[8] CLEAR <DISCARD>
Pressing CLEAR [8] will perform a Clear operation to the selected track(s) between the In and Out points.
Pressing <SHIFT> [19] then CLEAR<DISCARD> [8] will perform a Discard operation to the selected track(s)
according to the In and Out points.

[9] PASTE <SYNC PASTE>
Pressing PASTE [9] will perform a Paste operation on the selected track(s) at the In point.
Pressing <SHIFT> [19] then PASTE<SYNC PASTE> [9] will perform a Sync Paste operation on the selected
track(s) relative to the position of the Play Head.

[10] INST <SYNC INSERT>
Pressing INST [10] will perform an Insert operation on the selected track(s) at the In point.
Pressing <SHIFT> [19] then INST<SYNC INSERT> [10] will perform a Sync Insert operation on the selected
track(s) relative to the position of the Play Head.

[11] OPEN <IN���� NOW>
Pressing OPEN [11] will perform an Open operation on the selected track(s) according to the In and Out points.
Pressing <SHIFT> [19] then OPEN<IN���� NOW> [11] will perform an In To Now operation on the selected tracks
at the location of the Play Head according to the In and Out points.

[12] UNDO
This key reverses the last edit operation. This key will also undo the previous recording pass if the MX-2424 is in
non-destructive mode.  There are 100 level of undo available.  In and Out points will be updated according to the
operation that has been undone.  (NOTE: Undo is not available in TL-Tape Mode.)

[13] REDO
REDO reverses the last UNDO edit operation.  This key will also restore recordings that were undone in Non-
Destructive Record. In and Out points will be updated according to the operation that has been redone.
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Special Transport Keys:

ONLINE <ALL>

[25]        From the MX-2424:
Pressing ONLINE [25] so that its LED is lit will enable the MX-2424 to chase an external sync source via TL-Bus,
SMPTE or MTC as determined in Menus 000 and 110.  Online status must also be selected for an MX-2424 to
operate as a master on the TL-Bus.  When the transport controls are operated on any MX-2424 that is online it will
automatically go offline.  Press ONLINE [25] again to re-enable online status.

[73]        From the RC-2424:
Pressing ONLINE [73] so that its LED is lit will activate Online status on the MX-2424 currently selected by the
MACHINE SELECT [72] keys.
Pressing <SHIFT> [19] then ONLINE<ALL> [73] will enable Online status for all MX-2424’s connected to the
RC-2424.

LOOP/LAST/ROLLBACK

[26]        From the MX-2424:
Pressing LOOP [26] immediately initiates one of three possible types of loop sequences (as determined in Menu
210) relative to the In and Out points.  To cancel Loop mode press STOP [34].  It is also possible to cancel Loop
mode on the fly by pressing PLAY [35].  When using Loop Mode in combination with Auto Punch it is possible to
cancel the Loop operation on the fly by pressing REC/REH or by holding REC/REH and pressing PLAY (this
follows the settings in Menus 202 & 203).

Pressing <SHIFT> [19] then LOOP<LAST> [26] will perform a Play command from the Last location the MX-
2424 went into play or record.  The LAST function initiates Play only and does not initiate any kind of loop
function.

Pressing LOOP [26] plus LOCATE [27] sends the MX to the Pre-Roll point before the IN point value.

[74/77]   From the RC-2424:
Pressing LOOP [74] immediately initiates one of three possible types of loop sequences (as determined in Menu
210) relative to the In and Out points on the MX-2424 currently selected by the MACHINE SELECT [72] keys. To
cancel Loop mode press STOP [34].  It is also possible to cancel Loop mode on the fly by pressing PLAY [35].
When using Loop Mode in combination with Auto Punch it is possible to cancel the Loop operation on the fly by
pressing REC/REH or by holding REC/REH and pressing PLAY (this follows the settings in Menus 202 & 203).

Pressing LAST [77] will perform a Play command from the Last location the MX-2424 currently active on the RC-
2424 went into play or record.  The LAST function initiates the Play function only and does not initiate any kind of
loop function.

Pressing <SHIFT> [19] then LAST<ROLLBACK> [74] will cause the MX-2424’s transport currently selected by
the MACHINE SELECT [72] keys to locate backwards by the amount of time set as the Rollback Length as
determined in Menu 260 and stop.

Jump From the MX-2424 and the RC-2424
Holding STOP [34] and pressing FF [33] or RW [32] sends the transport forward or backward using the amount set
up in the Rollback memory location.  It is possible to repeatedly perform this key combination by holding the STOP
[34] key and repeatedly pressing the FF [33] or RW [32]. In this case the locate operation must be completed before
the repeat press of FF [33] or RW [32].
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[27] LOCATE/LENGTH

Pressing LOCATE [27] will send the play head to the time code value displayed in the bottom portion of the LCD
[18].
Pressing <SHIFT> [19] then LOCATE<LENGTH> [27] will display the amount of time between the In and Out
points.

TO/PREV/REF

[28]        From the MX-2424
Pressing TO [28] then IN [30] will play up to the In point and stop (using the pre-roll amount determined in Menu
212).  Pressing TO [28] then OUT [31] will play up to the out point and stop (using the pre-roll amount determined
in Menu 212).  In either case the play head will return to the pre-roll position for the IN or OUT point (depending on
which one was pressed).  If the stored pre or post roll time is less than one second, this operation will still use one
second for the value.

Pressing <SHIFT> [19] then TO<PREV> [28] will locate the Play Head to the beginning of the previous audio
event boundary on any track.  If a track is in Edit mode then only that track’s audio event boundaries will be used by
this function.

[67,75]   From the RC-2424
Pressing TO [67] then IN [69] will play up to the In point and stop (using the pre-roll amount determined in Menu
212).  Pressing TO [67] then OUT [70] will play up to the out point and stop (using the pre-roll amount determined
in Menu 212). In either case the play head will return to the pre-roll position for the IN or OUT point (depending on
which one was pressed).  If the stored pre roll time is less than one second, this operation will still use one second
for the value.

Pressing PREV [75] will locate the Play Head to the beginning of the previous audio event boundary on any track.
If a track is in Edit mode then only that track’s audio event boundaries will be used by this function.

Pressing <SHIFT> [19] then PREV<REF> [75] will provide access the Master Machine Reference Sync Point
Memory Location.  (For more information please see the TL-Sync Manual.)

FROM/NEXT/SYNCP

[29]        From the MX-2424
Pressing FROM [29] then IN [30] will play from the In point and stop (using the post-roll amount determined in
Menu 213).  Pushing FROM [29] then OUT [31] will play from the out point and stop (using the post-roll amount
determined in Menu 213).  In either case the play head will return the IN or OUT point plus any pre-roll (depending
on which one was pressed). If the stored post roll time is less than one second, this operation will still use one
second for the value.
Pressing <SHIFT> [19] then FROM<NEXT> [29] will locate the Play Head to the beginning of the next audio
event boundary on any track.  If a track is in Edit mode then only that track’s audio event boundaries will be used by
this function.  When using this function <SHIFT> [19] will stay lit allowing additional NEXT operations without
the need to press <SHIFT> [19] again.

[67,75]   From the RC-2424
Pressing FROM [68] then IN [69] will play up from In point and stop (using the post-roll amount determined in
Menu 213).  Pushing FROM [68] then OUT [70] will play from the out point and stop (using the post-roll amount
determined in Menu 213).  In either case the play head will return to the IN or OUT point plus any pre-roll
(depending on which one was pressed). If the stored post roll time is less than one second, this operation will still
use one second for the value.
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Pressing NEXT [76] will locate the Play Head to the beginning of the next audio event boundary on any track.  If a
track is in Edit mode then only that track’s audio event boundaries will be used by this function. When using this
function <SHIFT> [19] will stay lit allowing additional NEXT operations without the need to press <SHIFT> [19]
again.

Pressing <SHIFT> [19] then NEXT<SYNCP> [76] will provide access the Slave Machine Sync Point Memory
Location. (For more information please see the TL-Sync Manual.)

IN/OUT

[30, 31]  From the MX-2424
Pressing IN [30] or OUT [31] will cause the MX-2424’s Play Head to locate to the In or Out point and stop.

Pressing CAPT [16] then  IN [30] or OUT [31] will place the time code location of the Play Head at the time
CAPT [16]  was pressed into the In or Out memory locations.  As soon as the capture key is pressed, the time code
value is captured and ready to store. CAPT [16, 71] may be pressed repeatedly, continually updating the captured
value until a target is determined.

If multiple units are on the TL-Bus and an In/Out point is set on any machine on the bus (slave or master), the
In/Out point will be updated on all machines that are active on the TL-Bus.  Any offsets are taken into account for
each machine.

Pressing STORE [20] then  IN [30] or OUT [31] will store the time code displayed in the bottom of the LCD into
the In or Out memory location.

Pressing RCL [21] then  IN [30] or OUT [31] will recall the In or Out memory location into the bottom of the LCD
[18] for viewing or editing

[69, 70]  From the RC-2424
Pressing IN [69] or OUT [70] will cause the MX-2424’s Play Head to locate to the In or Out point and stop.

Pressing CAPT [16,71] then  IN [69] or OUT [70] will place the time code location of the Play Head at the time
CAPT [16,71]  was pressed into the In or Out memory locations.  As soon as the capture key is pressed, the time
code value is captured and ready to store. CAPT [16, 71] may be pressed repeatedly, continually updating the
captured value until a target is determined.

If multiple units are on the TL-Bus and an In/Out point is set on any machine on the bus (slave or master), the
In/Out point will be updated on all machines that are active on the TL-Bus.  Any offsets are taken into account for
each machine.

Pressing STORE [20] then  IN [69] or OUT [70] will store the time code displayed in the bottom of the LCD into
the In or Out memory locations.

Pressing RCL [21] then  IN [69] or OUT [70] will recall the In or Out memory locations into the bottom of the
LCD [18] for viewing or editing
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SPECIAL KEY COMBINATIONS

Pressing TO and FROM simultaneously then IN or OUT will play THRU the In or Out point using the pre and
post roll values set in Menus 212 & 213.

Pressing IN and OUT simultaneously will play from the In point and stop at the Out point.  (IN���� OUT)

Pressing LOOP [26] plus LOCATE [27] sends the MX to the Pre-Roll point before the IN point value.

Press PLAY [32] and REW [35] simultaneously to play backwards.

These functions are available from the MX-2424 and the RC-2424.

OFFSET/TC READER

[30, 31]  From the MX-2424
Pressing <SHIFT> [19] then IN<OFFSET> [30] will recall the Offset Value into the bottom of the LCD [18] for
viewing or editing.

There are two internal offset values, one for time code and the other for the TL-Bus.  If the TL-Bus Slave LED is
ON (Menu 110) and the Online button is on, then the TL-Bus offset is shown.  In all other cases the time code (LTC
or MTC) offset is shown.  If the MX-2424 is a MASTER on the TL-BUS it will still display the LTC offset since the
TL-BUS offset is ignored in this case.

Pressing <SHIFT> then OUT<TC READER> [31] will display incoming time code in the bottom of the LCD
[18].

[78]        From the RC-2424
Pressing OFFSET [78] will recall the Offset of the MX-2424 currently selected by the MACHINE SELECT [72]
keys into the bottom of the LCD [18] for viewing or editing.

Pressing <SHIFT> then OFFSET <TC READER> [78] will display incoming time code from the MX-2424
currently selected by the MACHINE SELECT [72] keys in the bottom of the LCD [18].

There are two internal offset values, one for time code and the other for the TL-Bus.  If the TL-Bus Slave LED is
ON (Menu 110) and the Online button is on, then the TL-Bus offset is shown.  In all other cases the LTC offset is
shown.  If the MX-2424 is a MASTER on the TL-BUS it will still display the LTC offset since the TL-BUS offset is
ignored in this case.
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MAIN TRANSPORT KEYS:

[32] REWIND/HEAD
One push of the REWIND button sends the MX-2424 into Rewind mode.  Two quick pushes sends the play head to
the beginning (Head) of the project.

Holding STOP [34] and pressing FF [33] or RW [32] sends the transport forward or backward using the amount set
up as the Rollback value.  It is possible to repeatedly perform this key combination by holding the STOP [34] key
and repeatedly pressing the FF [33] or RW [32]. In this case the locate operation must be completed before the
repeat press of FF [33] or RW [32].

[33] FAST FORWARD/TAIL
One push of the FAST FORWARD button sends the MX-2424 into Fast Forward mode.  Two quick pushes sends
the play head to the End (Tail) of the project.

Holding STOP [34] and pressing FF [33] or RW [32] sends the transport forward or backward using the amount set
up as the Rollback value.  It is possible to repeatedly perform this key combination by holding the STOP [34] key
and repeatedly pressing the FF [33] or RW [32]. In this case the locate operation must be completed before the
repeat press of FF [33] or RW [32].

[34] STOP
The STOP key halts the operation of the transport under all conditions and removes any loop pending mode.  It is lit
in all stopped conditions.

[35] PLAY
This button puts the MX-2424 into play mode.  If Chase is active or the MX-2424 is a slave on the TL-Bus, this play
command takes the MX-2424 offline when pressed on the chasing machine.  Pressing PLAY [35] while recording
will punch out of record mode while the transport continues to play.

[36] REH
The REH [36] key initiates Rehearsal Mode on those tracks that are armed for recording. The MX-2424 can be set
for one-button Rehearse (pressing only the REH [36] key initiates Rehearse), or to enter Rehearse only when
pressing PLAY [35] and REH [36] simultaneously (this is the default) as determined in Menu 203.  Rehearse mode
is used to rehearse a recording by switching to input and back to disk playback.  This allows previewing the record
process prior to actually recording and is very useful when operating in TapeMode because record Undo is not
available in TapeMode.

Auto Rehearse is enabled by pressing <SHIFT> [19] then REH [36].  The REH LED will flash indicating that an
Auto Rehearse operation will be performed using the In and Out points when PLAY [35] is pressed.  Pressing
<SHIFT> [19] then REH [36] again or just pressing REH [37] will cancel Auto Rehearse.  Auto Rehearse is also
possible during Loop.  (See Auto Record/Virtual Tracks for more details.)

[37] REC
The REC [37] key initiates Record Mode on those tracks that are armed for recording. The MX-2424 can be set for
one-button Record (pressing only the REC [37] key initiates Record), or to enter Record only when pressing PLAY
[35] and REC [37] simultaneously (this is the default) as determined in Menu 202.

Auto Record is enabled by pressing <SHIFT> [19] then REC [37].  The REC LED will flash indicating that an
Auto Record operation will be performed using the In and Out points when PLAY [35] is pressed.  Pressing
<SHIFT> [19] then REC [37] again or just pressing REC [37] will cancel Auto Record.  Auto Record is also
possible during Loop.  (See Advanced Functions for more details.)
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[18] LCD Display:
The liquid crystal display consists of two lines of twenty characters each that show various operator messages
depending upon the active panel/display state.  Both lines of the LCD can also show various system messages
according to the operating state.

When not accessing menus, the top line shows the position of the playhead.  The bottom line shows a time code
value that can be used for functions such as memory locations, IN/Out points, offsets, etc.

LOCATOR SECTION

[15] CLEAR/CANCEL
This key performs both a clear and a cancel function, operating in almost all modes and situations.  CLEAR [15]
has no shifted function.  In Setup, pressing CLEAR [15] generally returns a changed value back to the previously
stored value, or exits completely.  In the Error state pressing CLEAR [15] will clear the error message and return
the MX-2424 to the previous operating state.  During memory location trim or track slip, pressing the CLEAR [15]
key returns the memory locations to their previous values (before the slip or trim operation changed them).  During
time code entry in the Normal state, CLEAR [15] returns the time code to a zero value.  For most other operations,
CLEAR [15] will return the MX-2424 to the Normal state.

[16, 71] CAPTURE
The capture key places the time code location of the Play Head at the time CAPT [16, 71] was pressed into the
bottom line of the LCD [18].  After capturing the time code value the CAPT [16, 71] LED will flash until a target
key is pressed to determine the memory location to store the value.  This action can be done at any time during
normal operation of the MX-2424 (including play and record).  To complete the capture operation, either press a
target key or press CLEAR [15] to cancel. CAPT [16, 71] may be pressed repeatedly, continually updating the
captured value until a target is determined.

[19] SHIFT
Where indicated with text above (or to the side of) a key, SHIFT [19] is used to provide an alternate operation for
the indicated key.  The SHIFT [19] key latches when pressed and unlatches after the second key (function key) is
pressed (which performs the operation).  If held down while pressing the function key then the operation will be
immediately performed.
(NOTE: Main operations for any key are indicated by the function printed directly on the key.  Any key with an
associated LED uses the LED to indicate this main operation.  LED’s do not indicate shifted operations.)

[20] STORE/YES
This key is used to store locations into memory.  Pressing STORE [20] then a numeric key sequence (00 through
99) would store the location currently in the lower line of the display into the memory location represented by the
numeric key sequence.

The following keys (or key combinations) also represent memory locations that can have values stored into them:
From the MX-2424
[30] IN
[30] <SHIFT>IN<OFFSET>
[31] OUT

From the RC-2424
[69] IN
[70] OUT
[78] OFFSET
[75] <SHIFT>PREV<REF>
[76] <SHIFT>NEXT<SYNCP>
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The STORE key also performs the function of “enter” or “confirm” for various operations.  In the Setup Menus,
pressing the STORE key will answer “yes” to a Verify request.  When loading projects or tracks the STORE key
initiates the action of loading tracks.  There is no shifted function for this key.

[21] RCL/NO
This key is used to recall locations from memory.  Pressing RCL [21] then a numeric key sequence (00 through 99)
would recall the location currently in that memory location into the lower line of the LCD [18].

The following keys (or key combinations) also represent memory locations that can have values recalled from them:
From the MX-2424
[30] IN
[30] <SHIFT>IN<OFFSET>
[31] OUT

From the RC-2424
[69] IN
[70] OUT
[78] OFFSET
[75] <SHIFT>PREV<REF>
[76] <SHIFT>NEXT<SYNCP>

The RCL key is also used to provide a NO or CANCEL response to a potentially destructive operation.  There is no
shifted function for this key.

[17] NUMERIC KEYS
These keys are used to directly enter a time code value into the bottom line of the LCD.  When used in combination
with the RCL [21] and STORE [20], the numeric keys are used to access the various memory locations from 00
through 99. To store a single digit location point zero must be pressed before pressing the number, i.e. 01.  In the
Setup Menus, these keys directly select menu banks and are used to enter date, time and other numeric data.

Time code values are entered into the active location beginning with the right-hand digit, which moves left as
additional digits are entered.  Use CLR to reset the active location to zero [00:00:00:00].

Pressing SHIFT [19] then 0 toggles the time code number in the lower display between negative and positive.  This
is one way to store a negative value, to use as an offset for example.

JOG/SCRUB WHEEL AND SURROUNDING KEYS:

[38, 42] SCRUB/SHTL KEY & WHEEL
Pressing the SCRUB/SHTL [38] key activates the SCRUB/SHTL [42] wheel.  The wheel’s outer ring is used for
Shuttle and the inner wheel is used for audio scrub.

[39] NUDGE/CAPT EVENT
Pressing NUDGE [39] moves the audio between the In and Out points using the UP/DOWN [41/43] keys or the
SCRUB/SHTL [42] wheel on tracks that are enabled for editing.  Pressing NUDGE [39] again will save the
operation. This operation will also split the audio at the IN and OUT points if needed.  It is possible to press
CLEAR [15] at any time to cancel the Nudge operation.

Nudge resolution can be set with the SCRUB/SHTL [42] ring by moving the cursor under the desired digit.  Nudge
resolutions are possible in the following increments: 1 Sub-Frame, 10 Sub-Frames, 1 Frame, 10 Frames, 1 Second,
10 Seconds, 1 Minute, Ten Minutes, 1 Hour and 10 Hours.   Subframe display must be turned on in Menu 270 to be
able to nudge in subframe resolutions.
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Pressing <SHIFT> [19] then NUDGE<CAPT EVENT> [39] with no tracks selected for editing will reference
track number one for capturing events that are under the playhead.  If more than one track is selected the IN and
OUT points will surround the event on the lower numbered track.  For example: If tracks 5 & 7 were edit-enabled
and the playhead was positioned in events on both tracks, the IN and OUT points would surround the event on track
5.  If the Play Head is not located in an audio event on the edit-enabled track, then the In and Out points will not
change.

[40] TRIM
Activates a mode in which SCRUB/SHTL [42] inner wheel rotation and UP/DOWN [41/43] arrow keys change the
time code value or Menu setting in the bottom of the LCD [18].  The SCRUB/SHTL [42] outer ring moves the
cursor left or right in the display.  Pressing TRIM [40] again exits Trim Mode saving changed time code entries
while pressing STORE [20] is necessary so save Menu settings.

[41, 43] UP AND DOWN
These keys are used to scroll up and down through Setup Menus, change Menu settings, trim time code values and
Nudge audio events.

[44] SETUP/TEMPO
This key places the MX-2424 in Setup Mode where Menus for operating parameters can be viewed and adjusted.
When Setup is active the LCD [18] will display the text for the specific menu item.  The UP/DOWN [41/43] keys
or the SCRUB/SHTL [42] inner wheel will scroll through the menu items, then pressing TRIM [40] will allow
parameter adjustment of that menu item using the UP/DOWN [41/43] keys or the SCRUB/SHTL [42] inner wheel.

Tempo Maps will be implemented in an upcoming version of MX-OS.  Documentation accompanying that version
will provide a description of this feature.

[45] PROJECT/NEW
Press PROJ [45] to access Project and Track file management functions such as Load, Delete, Rename, Smart Copy
and TapeMode Convert.  (Please refer to Disk Operations/Project Functions for more detail.)

Pressing <SHIFT> [19] then PROJ<NEW> [45] immediately activates Menu 800 where a new Project may be
created by entering a new and unique Project name.  If a project is already loaded into the MX-2424 a new project
name will automatically be created that is the same as the loaded project with an additional numerical suffix.
(NOTE:  While this function is not intended for renaming an existing Project it can be used as a “Save As…”
function.  To rename an existing Project the Rename function under the PROJ key must be used.)

[46] VIEW/UNLOAD
Pressing VIEW [46] will display for viewing, the contents of the selected track in the LCD [18].  The selected track
is indicated by a rapidly flashing SEL LED.  Different tracks may be selected with the Individual Track Selection
Keys [4], the SCRUB/SHTL [42] inner wheel or the UP/DOWN ARROW [41,43] keys.

Pressing <SHIFT> then VIEW<UNLOAD> will unload the track selected with the VIEW [46] key from the
physical playback track of the MX-2424.  (Please refer to Advanced Operations for more detail.)

[23] Front Panel Expansion Bay
This standard size 5 ¼ inch slot will allow the installation of a SCSI device in addition to the included hard drive
that is housed inside the MX-2424.  (See Option Installation for more details.)
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[22] TL Media Slot:
This slot is used when updating/archiving the version of MX-OS running in the MX-2424.  (See MX-OS Operations
for details.)

RC-2424 SPECIFIC FUNCTIONS

[66] MACRO KEYS

These keys allow key sequences of up to 99 strokes to be stored and recalled by a single key.
To use this function press and hold one of the eight MACRO KEYS [66] for one second, Function Key Record will
be temporarily displayed in the LCD [18].  All subsequent key strokes will be stored in that Macro Location.
To close Macro recording press the same Macro Key again and Function Key Close will temporarily be displayed
ending the recording of key strokes.
To play back a Macro simply press the Macro key where the desired key sequence is stored.

Go to http://www.tascam.com to download a collection of useful macro files.

(NOTE: Macro keys are used for setup and editing functions.  They do not store key strokes with timing information
and should not be used for punching or other timing-critical operations.)

[72] MACHINE SELECT/RECORD STATUS

When a MACHINE SELECT KEY is pressed, the corresponding machine of a multi-machine configuration will
become the active machine on the RC-2424 making it possible to change settings on that machine.  Possible
selections are 1 – 6.  The yellow LED above the Machine Select Keys will light to indicate the currently selected
machine.  The red LED will blink when any track on that machine is armed for recording and light solid when
actually recording.  For example it is possible to have a track armed for recording on machine #3 with its red LED
blinking and control the transport with machine #1 as the active machine on the RC-2424 with its yellow LED lit.
Only one MX-2424 can be viewed with its yellow LED lit on the RC-2424 at a time.

When the TL SYNC button is pressed is becomes possible to adjust the parameters of the TASCAM TL-Sync
synchronizer.  A TL-Sync must be connected and active on the TL-Bus for this button to have any effect.  (For more
detail please refer to the TL-Sync operations manual.)

Pressing MAST immediately makes the Master machine connected to the TL-Bus the active machine on the RC-
2424.  This Master machine could be an MX-2424 or a TL-Sync.  Pressing <SHIFT><MAST> makes the currently
active machine on the RC-2424 the Master machine.

[58] REMOTE

The cable to connect the RC-2424 to the TL-Bus goes here. Total remote bus length including all cabling is 100
meters.

[65] TL-SYNC

These LED indicators are reserved for use with the TL-Sync.  Please refer to the TL-Sync operations manual for
more detail.
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BACKUP/RESTORE PROCEDURES
The MX-2424 incorporates an advanced backup software called Smart Copy.  This system is a smart back up similar
to computer-based backup software.  Smart Copy operates on one project at a time, supports disk-spanning on DVD-
RAM media and only backs up files that have been added or changed since the last backup.

To Back Up a Project to DVD-RAM
1. Be sure all SCSI devices are properly connected.
2. Press SHIFT then UNMOUNT to un-mount all

drives.
3. Open the DVD-RAM drive tray, insert a blank

disk and close the tray.  Do not attempt to
remove the actual disk from its plastic carrier.

4. Press MOUNT to mount all drives.  It will not be
possible to open the DVD-RAM drive tray again
until it is un-mounted.

5. Press PROJ, then use the UP/DOWN Arrow
keys until Smart Copy is displayed in the LCD.
Press PROJ again or YES.

6. Available Project names will be displayed in the
LCD.  Use the UP/DOWN Arrow keys to select
the source project to be backed up then press
YES.  (SCSI ID location of the project will be
indicated in brackets.  If the project title is so
long that the brackets are not displayed it is
possible to turn the SHTL Ring to the right to
scroll the display until the brackets can be seen.)

7. “Smart Copy to:” will be displayed in the LCD
prompting for a SCSI ID of the DVD-RAM
drive.  Press TRIM and use the UP/DOWN
Arrow keys to select the SCSI ID of the
destination drive.  Press YES.

8. “Smart Copy as:” will be displayed in the LCD
prompting for a new project name (if desired).
Press YES to accept the current project name or
press TRIM to change it.  Confirm your
selection.

9. “EraseTape? No=Append” will be displayed in
the LCD.  Press YES to completely erase the
currently mounted DVD-RAM disk and begin
a new backup.  Press NO to add to an existing
backup.  There is no Undo for this function.

10. If the disk gets filled up during the backup the
MX-2424 will prompt for a new disk to be
inserted.  If currently copying to side A, the disk
may be turned over to side B.  If currently
copying to side B it will be necessary to insert a
new disk.

11. The status of the backup will be displayed in the
LCD until it is completed.  When completed,
press SHIFT then UNMOUNT to remove the
DVD-RAM disk.

To Restore a Project from DVD-RAM
1. Be sure all SCSI devices are properly connected.
2. Press SHIFT then UNMOUNT to un-mount all

drives.
3. Open the DVD-RAM drive tray, insert the disk

containing the project to be restored and close
the tray.

4. Press MOUNT to mount all drives.  It will not be
possible to open the DVD-RAM drive tray again
until it is un-mounted.

5. Press PROJ, then use the UP/DOWN Arrow
keys until Smart Copy is displayed in the LCD.
Press PROJ again or YES.

6. Available Project names will be displayed in the
LCD.  Use the UP/DOWN Arrow keys to select
the source project to be restored then press YES.
Projects located on the DVD-RAM disk will be
indicated by “BU” displayed in brackets along
with the SCSI ID of the DVD drive.  If the
project title is so long that the brackets are not
displayed it is possible to turn the SHTL Ring to
the right to scroll the display until the brackets
can be seen.

7. “Smart Copy to:” will be displayed in the LCD
prompting for a SCSI ID of the destination hard
drive.  Press TRIM and use the UP/DOWN
Arrow keys to select the SCSI ID of the
destination drive.  Press YES.

8. “Smart Copy as:” will be displayed in the LCD
prompting for a new project name (if desired).
Press YES to accept the current project name or
press TRIM to change it.  Confirm you selection.

9. If restoring from a backup that spans disks the
MX-2424 will prompt for the next disk when it
is needed.

10. The status of the restore will be displayed in the
LCD until it is completed.  When completed,
press SHIFT then UNMOUNT to remove the
DVD-RAM disk.

SPECIAL NOTES ABOUT DVD-RAM
�  Each side of a DVD-RAM disk is treated by the MX-2424 as

a separate disk.
�  When an un-initialized DVD-RAM disk is used the MX-

2424 will employ its Smart Backup system to span project(s)
across multiple disks.

�  When a DVD-RAM disk is used that has been initialized on a
Mac it will be treated by the MX-2424 as another hard drive
and disk spanning will not be possible.

�  When a backup set contains more than one DVD-RAM disk
the MX-2424 will prompt in the LCD to insert the
appropriate disk then press YES.
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�  To Back Up a Project to Travan Tape
1. Be sure all SCSI devices are properly connected.
2. Press SHIFT then UNMOUNT to un-mount all

drives.
3. Insert a blank tape into the Travan drive.  The

tape will stick out of the drive about one inch.
Always grasp the tape by the sides as shown
below.

4. Press MOUNT to mount all drives.  This may
take a few minutes.  Do not attempt to remove
the Travan tape while it is mounted or in motion.

5. Press PROJ, then use the UP/DOWN Arrow
keys until Smart Copy is displayed in the LCD.
Press PROJ again or YES.

6. Available Project names will be displayed in the
LCD.  Use the UP/DOWN Arrow keys to select
the source project to be backed up then press
YES.  (SCSI ID location of the project will be
indicated in brackets.  If the project title is so
long that the brackets are not displayed it is
possible to turn the SHTL Ring to the right to
scroll the display until the brackets can be seen.)

7. “Smart Copy to:” will be displayed in the LCD
prompting for a SCSI ID of the Travan drive.
Press TRIM and use the UP/DOWN Arrow keys
to select the SCSI ID of the destination drive.
Press YES.

8. “Smart Copy as:” will be displayed in the LCD
prompting for a new project name (if desired).
Press YES to accept the current project name or
press TRIM to change it.  Confirm your
selection.

9. ”EraseTape? No=Append” will be displayed in
the LCD.  Press YES to completely erase the
currently mounted Travan tape and begin a
new backup.  Press NO to add to an existing
backup.  There is no Undo for this function.

10. The status of the backup will be displayed in the
LCD until it is completed.  (NOTE: If projects
already exist on the tape the backup process will
begin after the tape’s directory information has
been loaded into the MX-2424’s memory, this
may take a few minutes.  When completed, press
SHIFT then UNMOUNT to remove the Travan
tape.)

To Restore a Project from Travan Tape
1. Be sure all SCSI devices are properly connected.
2. Press SHIFT then UNMOUNT to un-mount all

drives.
3. Insert the tape into the Travan drive that contains

the project to be restored.
4. Press MOUNT to mount all drives.  This may

take a few minutes.  Do not attempt to remove
the Travan tape while it is mounted or in motion.

5. Press PROJ, then use the UP/DOWN Arrow
keys until Smart Copy  is displayed in the LCD.
Press PROJ again or YES.

6. Available Project names will be displayed in the
LCD.  Use the UP/DOWN Arrow keys to select
the source project to be restored the press YES.
Projects located on the Travan tape will be
indicated by “BU” displayed in brackets along
with the SCSI ID of the device where the project
is located.  If the project title is so long that the
brackets are not displayed it is possible to turn
the SHTL Ring to the right to scroll the display
until the brackets can be seen.

7. “Smart Copy to:” will be displayed in the LCD
prompting for a SCSI ID of the destination hard
drive.  Press TRIM and use the UP/DOWN
Arrow keys to select the SCSI ID of the
destination drive.  Press YES.

8. “Smart Copy as:” will be displayed in the LCD
prompting for a new project name (if desired).
Press YES to accept the current project name or
press TRIM to change it.  Confirm your
selection.

9. The status of the restore will be displayed in the
LCD until it is completed.  When completed
press SHIFT then UNMOUNT to remove the
tape.

SPECIAL NOTES ABOUT TRAVAN
�  Tape spanning will be supported in a future release of MX-

OS.  Currently if a project backup will require more space
than is available on a tape then a new tape must be used.

�  Currently maximum backup capacity to Travan is 10
gigabytes.

�  Only Travan tapes that specify 10 gigabytes uncompressed
may be used by the MX-2424.
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MENU OPERATIONS
MX-2424 SETUP & CONFIGURATION

NAVIGATING THE MX-2424’S MENU STRUCTURE:
The menus on the MX-2424 are grouped into ten Menu Banks.  The Menu Banks are organized so that related setup
menus are in the same Menu Bank.  The Menu Banks are as follows:

000 Rates & References
100 Bus Controls
200 System Controls
300 MIDI
400 Input/Output
500 Audio Controls
700 Disk
800 Project
900 System

From the MX-2424 & RC-2424
To access the setup and configuration menus press SETUP [44], its LED will light.  Then Menu Banks can be
accessed directly by pressing the number of the desired Menu Bank (0-9).  Individual Menus can be accessed by
using the SCRUB wheel or the Up/Down [41,43] arrow keys just above the SCRUB wheel.  Press SETUP [44]
again to return to normal time code display, the SETUP LED will turn off.

To change the value or setting of a Menu, press TRIM [40] with the desired Menu displayed in the LCD.  The
TRIM LED will light.  Then use the SCRUB wheel or the UP/DOWN [41, 43] arrow keys just above the SCRUB
wheel to select the new setting.  Use the SHUTTLE ring to move the cursor left or right if applicable.  Press
STORE/YES [20] to confirm the new setting.  If the STORE/YES LED is not blinking then the setting has not
been changed or a new setting has been confirmed.  Press TRIM [40] again or RCL/NO to select another Menu
without saving any changes, the TRIM LED will turn off.  (NOTE: Menus 006 {Varispeed} and 920 {LED
Brightness} are the only exceptions.  Pressing TRIM when a value has been adjusted saves the new setting in these
menus.) Then press SETUP [44] to return to normal time code display.  At any time CLEAR [15] may be pressed
to exit completely out of the Menu system back to normal time code display.
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THE MX-2424 MENUS AND WHAT THEY DO:

Menu Bank 000: Rates & References

000 Control Mode
This menu selects the time reference used by the MX-2424 and enables Varispeed operation.  (NOTE:  It is not
possible to have Varispeed enabled while chasing SMPTE, MTC or another MX-2424 on the TL-Bus.  Only a
master machine can have Varispeed enabled.)

Local/TL-Bus Select this if the MX-2424 is operating on the TL-Bus as a Master/Slave, if it is sending
SMPTE or MTC to another device or if it is operating alone.  (This is the default setting.)

Timecode Chase Select this to have the MX-2424 chase to SMPTE being generated from another device.
If Menu 002 Sample Reference is set to automatic then digital clock will be derived from
the incoming time code.

MTC Chase Select this to have the MX-2424 chase to MIDI Time Code being generated from another
device.

The MX-2424 does not produce digital clock from MIDI time code (MTC) like it does
from longitudinal time code (LTC) such as SMPTE time code.  If you have an audio
device that is sending MTC to the MX-2424 and you want to ensure that the two units
stay in sync, it is recommended that you lock the MX-2424 sample reference clock to the
device generating the MTC. This is done by making a word clock connection from the
device generating MTC to the MX-2424 and selecting External Wordclock in Menu 002.

Varispeed Select this to enable Varispeed operation.  Varispeed amount is possible in 0.1%
increments within a +/- 12.5% range.  This range is set in Menu 006 and varies according
to the sample rate selected.  Varispeed varies the playback frequency as well as any
digital sample clock output from the MX-2424.  Varispeed operation is indicated by the
NON-STD LED on the front panel.  (NOTE:  If the MX-2424 is connected digitally to a
digital console it may be possible to select a Varispeed amount that is out of the
acceptable range of the console and the console will mute.  If this occurs it will be
necessary to reduce the Varispeed amount or connect the MX-2424 to the console using
analog connections.)

001 Frame Reference
This menu enables the MX-2424 to use house video sync such as blackburst, composite sync or color bars for
resolve to the edge of the video frame.  Both NTSC and PAL formats can be accepted by the MX-2424.  The MX-
2424 will automatically switch to the appropriate frame rate to match the incoming video sync format.
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002 Sample Reference
The setting of this Menu determines the digital clock source for the MX-2424.  This needs to be determined
whenever the MX-2424 is digitally connected to another piece of digital equipment.

Automatic This will set the MX-2424 to internal clock as long as the Frame Reference is not set to
video in Menu 001, in which case the sample clock will lock to video. If the Frame
Reference is set to Video in Menu 001 and the Sample Reference is not set to Automatic,
then the MX-2424 assumes that these two references are externally resolved.

If the MX-2424 is set to be a slave on the TL-BUS then the sample clock switches to
“TL-BUS”.  If the MX-2424 is set to time code chase mode then the sample clock
switches to “Timecode In”.  This is displayed in Menu 003.

Ext Wordclock This setting is used when the MX-2424 is required to lock to a word clock signal
connected to the WORD CLOCK IN connector on the rear panel.  The WORD
CLOCK THRU connector would be used if this word clock signal needs to be passed
through the MX-2424 to another piece of digital equipment without added delay.

Dig In 1,2
Dig In 9,10
Dig In 17,18 One of these settings would be used if the MX-2424 is required to lock to the digital

signal present at one of the three digital connectors on an installed multi-track digital I/O
module [52].  For example: If transferring digitally from a TASCAM DA-78HR to tracks
9-16 of the MX-2424 this Menu would be set to Dig In 9,10.  (NOTE: With this setting
the digital clock is taken from the first two inputs of one of the three eight channel
blocks: 1&2, 9&10 or 17&18.)

2CH In This setting is used when transferring digital audio into the MX-2424 through the stereo
AES/EBU inputs [55] or the SPDIF inputs [54].  This setting may also be used if
AES/EBU or SPDIF null clock is to be used by the MX-2424 as its digital clock source.
Menu 462 2CH In Source is used to choose either AES/EBU or SPDIF.

003 Samp Ref Status
This is a detailed display indication only of the current source of digital clock.  It is not possible to make changes to
any setting from this menu.  The possible sources of digital clock are:

Internal Displayed when the MX-2424 is acting as the digital clock master to any other piece of
digital equipment.  The other equipment could be another MX-2424 on the TL-Bus or
any equipment connected digitally to the MX-2424 or to its WORD CLOCK OUT
connector [57].

TL-Bus Displayed when the MX-2424 is chasing another MX-2424 on the TL-Bus.
Ext Wordclock Displayed when the MX-2424 is locked to a digital word clock signal present at the

WORD CLOCK IN connector [57] as selected in Menu 002 above.
Dig In 1,2
Dig In 9,10
Dig In 17,18 One of these settings would be displayed when the MX-2424 is locked to a digital signal

present at one of the three connectors on the multi-track digital I/O module [52] as
selected in Menu 002 above.

2CH In Displayed when the MX-2424 is locked to a digital signal present at either the stereo
AES/EBU [55] or the SPDIF [54] connector on the rear panel as selected in Menu 002
above.

Timecode In Displayed when the MX-2424 is receiving SMPTE time code present at the TIME
CODE IN connector [51] on the rear panel, Timecode Chase is selected in Menu 000 and
Internal/Frame  is selected in Menu 002.

Video Displayed when the MX-2424’s digital clock is locked to a valid external video sync
source.  The MX-2424 will automatically switch between NTSC and PAL video formats.
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004 Timecode Type
From this Menu it is possible to change the frame rate of the time code that is output from the MX-2424.  (NOTE: It
is not possible for the MX-2424 to chase one frame rate and simultaneously output a different frame rate.)  The
possible choices are:

24/24
25/25 PAL Default (Europe)
29.97/DF
29.97/NDF NTSC Default (USA)
30/DF
30/NDF Non-Video Default

(NOTE: The MX-2424 will automatically switch to the correct frame rate between 24, 25 and 30 frames per second
but will not automatically switch between variations of 30 frames per second such as 29.97/DF, 29.97/NDF, 30/DF
or 30/NDF.  These settings will have to be selected manually, this allows maximum flexibility in certain post
production situations.)

When chasing MTC the MX-2424 will not automatically switch to match the incoming MTC.  In this case it will be
necessary to manually select the time code type and lock the MX-2424’s digital clock to the device generating MTC
to avoid drift since the MX-2424 will not derive digital clock from incoming MTC.

005 Sample Rate
From this Menu it is possible to change the playback sample rate of a Project.  (NOTE: It is possible to change the
playback sample rate of a Project to a rate that does not match the original sample rate of the audio file resulting in a
playback speed that does not match the original recording.)  The possible choices including pull up and pull down
for post-production applications are:

44056 44.1 Pull Down
44100 Standard (This is the default setting.)
44144 44.1 Pull Up
47952 48 Pull Dow
48000 Standard
48048 48 Pull Up

006 Varispeed Rate
From this Menu the amount of Varispeed (playback speed/pitch) can be adjusted in 0.1% increments within a range
of +/-12.5%. Varispeed varies the playback frequency as well as any digital sample clock output from the MX-2424.
(NOTE:  If the MX-2424 is connected digitally to a digital console it may be possible to select a Varispeed amount
that is out of the acceptable range of the console and the console will mute.  If this occurs it will be necessary to
reduce the Varispeed amount or connect the MX-2424 to the console using analog connections.)
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Menu Bank 100: Bus Controls

110 TL Bus Request
This Menu assigns the MX-2424 to Master or Slave operation on the TL-Bus.

Off The MX-2424 will operate independently of any other equipment connected on the TL-
Bus.  (This is the default setting.)

Slave The MX-2424 will chase to another MX-2424 connected on the TL-Bus which is set to
be a Master.  An MX-2424 set to Master must exist on the TL-Bus to allow an MX-2424
to be set to Slave.

Master The MX-2424 will control other MX-2424’s connected on the TL-Bus by providing both
word clock and timing reference over the TL-Bus connection [59].  Only one Master can
be designated at a time on one TL-Bus.

111 Ident Request
This menu chooses manual or automatic selection of machine ID (1-32) for any MX-2424 connected on the TL-Bus.

Auto Assign When connected on the TL-Bus the MX-2424 will automatically assign itself to the next
available machine ID. (This is the default setting.)

01 – 32 It is possible to manually assign an MX-2424 a machine ID from 1 to 32 over-riding any
automatic ID assignment.  (NOTE: This would be done if it is desired to have multiple
MX-2424’s appear in a different order on the RC-2424.  The lowest ID number would be
machine #1 on the RC-2424.)

112 Ident Assigned
This is a detailed display indication only of the assigned machine ID.  It is not possible to make changes to any
setting from this menu.  The machine ID currently assigned is also displayed in the normal operating state of the
LCD [18].

Menu Bank 200: System Controls

200 Record Mode
This menu selects either Non-Destructive recording mode or TL-Tape Mode.

Non-Destructive This recording mode allows recordings to be undone with the UNDO key [12].  This is
accomplished by creating a new audio file each time a recording is performed with the
most recent recording active in OpenTL.  When an Undo or Redo command is executed
the individual audio files remain intact with only the OpenTL Project file being updated.
(This is the default setting.)

NOTE: All recordings performed as “rolling punches” (punching out then back in
without stopping the transport) during a single pass will be undone by the Undo function.
If it is necessary to have separate Undo’s available for each punch, then each punch will
have to be done in its own pass.  After performing multiple punches in a single pass it is
also possible to delete single audio events using ViewNet or the Capture Event function
on the front panel.
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TL-Tape Mode This recording mode allows the MX-2424 to record just like a traditional tape machine
creating seamless audio events per track.  Any recording performed directly overwrites
the previous audio.  THERE IS NO UNDO AVAILABLE WHEN RECORDING IN TL-
TAPE MODE.  TL-Tape mode is useful for people who are familiar with tape recorders
and wish to continue working in that fashion.  Other uses for TL-Tape mode include
creating single time-stamped audio files per track for importing into other digital audio
workstations or simply for conserving disk space on the MX-2424 since TL-Tape Mode
creates only one audio file per track.

202 Record Key
This Menu allows one-button (REC) or two-button (REC+PLAY) punch modes to be selected.

Record+Play In this mode PLAY [35] must be held down and REC [37] pressed exactly when it is
desired to enter recording mode.  To punch out press PLAY [35] alone.  (This is the
default setting.)

Record In this mode REC [37] alone is used to punch in to recording mode.  To punch out, press
PLAY [35] alone.

203 Rehearse Key
This Menu allows one-button (REH) or two-button (REH+PLAY) rehearse modes to be selected.  Rehearse mode
will switch any track that is record-enabled to input for monitoring new audio without recording it.

Rehearse+Play In this mode PLAY [35] must be held down and REH [37] pressed exactly when it is
desired to enter rehearse mode.  To punch out press the PLAY [35] alone.  (This is the
default setting.)

Rehearse In this mode REH [37] alone is used to punch in to rehearse mode.  To punch out press
PLAY [35] alone.

204 Capt React Time
The setting of this menu will allow back-timing of captured values to compensate for consistently late captures
which may vary from person to person.  This value may be set in one frame increments from 0 – 255 frames.
(Default setting is 0.)

210 Loop Mode
This Menu determines how the MX-2424’s transport will function when LOOP [26] is pressed.  If Auto
Record/Rehearse is enabled (SHIFT + REC or SHIFT + REH) this operation will also be performed within the
selected Loop Mode.  Pressing the LOOP key immediately engages the transport and any pending Auto Punch
operation.

(NOTE: The MX-2424 will not loop over “midnight” {time code location 00:00:00:00}.  If it is necessary to use
00:00:00:00 as the In point of a Loop operation then the pre-roll will have to be set to zero and audition key
commands relative to the In point will not be possible.)

Play Repeatedly This setting will cause the MX-2424 to play from the In point (with Pre-Roll) through the
Out point (with Post-Roll) repeatedly until STOP [34] is pressed. (This is the default
setting.)

Play Once & Cue This setting will cause the MX-2424 to play from the In point (with Pre-Roll) through the
Out point (with Post-Roll), then locate back to the In point (with Pre-Roll) and stop,
disengaging LOOP.
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Play Once & Stop This setting will cause the MX-2424 to play from the In point (with Pre-Roll) through the
Out point (with Post-Roll) and stop, disengaging LOOP.

211 Loop Record
This Menu allows automatic creation of virtual tracks when a record operation is performed. STOP [34] can be
pressed at any time to immediately cancel any recording or Loop operation.  (Default setting is OFF.)

Auto Unload On/Off This setting will create a new virtual track each time a record operation is performed.
Each new track created will maintain the same track name while increasing the track’s
numerical extension one number for each new recording.  This is done by unloading the
track last recorded on before recording a new one.  Once a physical is unloaded it
becomes a virtual track and can then be loaded into any physical track on the MX-2424.
(NOTE: If using this function in Non-Destructive Record Mode all audio events on a
track will be unloaded along with the newly recorded section before recording the new
track.  In this case it will be necessary to load the original track along with all the virtual
tracks for comparison/editing when virtual tracking is completed.)  Please refer to
Advanced Functions for more detail.

(NOTE: The Record w/Unload function only works when used with Auto Record and
Loop Mode together.  This function does not work with Auto Record alone or manual
punching.)  See Advanced Functions for more detail.

212 Pre-Roll
With this Menu it is possible to adjust the amount of Pre-Roll applied during a Loop or edit preview operation up to
the In Point.  Pre-Roll can be set in one-frame increments.  (Default is 3 seconds.)

213 Post-Roll
With this Menu it is possible to adjust the amount of Post-Roll applied during a Loop or edit preview operation after
the Out Point.  Post-Roll can be set in one-frame increments.  (Default is 2 seconds.)

230 TapeMode Start
When recording all audio files are time-stamped for import into other digital audio workstations.  With this Menu it
is possible to set the beginning time code value for time-stamping of audio files recorded in TapeMode.  TapeMode
Start can be set in one-frame increments from 00:00:00:00 to 23:59:59:29.  (Default is 01:00:00:00)

231 TapeMode Length
When recording in TL-Tape mode it is necessary to allocate enough hard drive space to record the desired audio.
With this Menu it is possible set the amount of drive space allocated for a Project in TL-Tape Mode.  (NOTE: It is
possible to record longer than what has been set in this Menu, however the recording must begin before the end of
the set TapeMode Length.  If it is required to punch into a track after the end of the set TapeMode Length then the
TapeMode Length must be extended before performing the punch in.)

TapeMode Length can be set in one-frame increments from 00:00:00:00 to 23:59:59:29.  (Default is 00:10:00:00)
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260 Rollback Length
When rollback is activated the MX-2424’s transport will locate backwards by the amount of time set as the Rollback
Length and stop.  Rollback Length can be set in one-frame increments from 00:00:00:00 to 23:59:59:29.  (Default is
00:00:10:00)

Rollback can be activated directly on the RC-2424 remote control unit by pressing <SHIFT> [19] then
LAST<ROLLBACK> [77].

A play head Jump can be activated on either the RC-2424 or the front panel of the MX-2424 by holding STOP [34]
and pressing either FAST FORWARD [33] or REWIND [32] to send you forward or backward using the amount
set up as the Rollback value.

270 Display Subframe
With this Menu it is possible to toggle on or off the display of subframes in the LCD time display.  A subframe is
1/100th of a frame.  When toggled on it is possible to Trim Memory locations and Edit Points with subframe
accuracy.  Points are always captured with subframe accuracy by pressing CAPT [16] even when subframe display
is turned off.  (Default is Off.)

Menu Bank 300: MIDI

300 MIDI Device ID
This Menu allows the MIDI Device ID of the MX-2424 to be set.  It may become necessary to change this when the
MX-2424 is sharing the same MIDI Device ID as other equipment in a MIDI setup.  (Default is 74)

Menu Bank 400: Input/Output

400 Inputs 1 – 8 /48k
This Menu allows selection of input source for the first block of eight channels.  The “/48k” designates the setup is
for recording at 44.1kHz, 48kHz and their associated pull up/down sample rates.  When the 96kHz recording
software update is available menu choices will display options for 96kHz recording.  Possible choices are:

Analog When selected, input to tracks 1 – 8 is taken from inputs 1 – 8 of the analog I/O module
(IF-AN24) if installed.

Dig In When selected, input to tracks 1 – 8 is taken from inputs 1 – 8 of a digital I/O module
(IF-AE24, IF-AD24 or IF-TD24) if installed.

2CH In When selected, the dedicated stereo digital inputs are routed to channels 1 – 8 with the
Left signal going to the Odd tracks (1,3,5,7) and the Right signal going to the Even tracks
(2,4,6,8).  It is then possible to record enable the desired Odd/Even pair of tracks for
stereo recording.  (NOTE: When using this option it will be necessary to choose between
AES/EBU and SPDIF in Menu 462. and select 2CH In in Menu 002.)
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401 Inputs 9 – 16 /48k
This Menu allows selection of input source for the second block of eight channels.  Possible choices are:

Analog When selected, input to tracks 9 – 16 is taken from inputs 9 – 16 of the analog I/O
module (IF-AN24) if installed.

Dig In When selected, input to tracks 9 – 16 is taken from inputs 9 – 16 of a digital I/O module
(IF-AE24, IF-AD24 or IF-TD24) if installed.

2CH In When selected, the stereo digital inputs are routed to channels 9 – 16 with the Left signal
going to the Odd tracks (9,11,13,15) and the Right signal going to the Even tracks
(10,12,14,16).  It is then possible to record enable the desired Odd/Even pair of tracks for
stereo recording. (NOTE: When using this option it will be necessary to choose between
AES/EBU and SPDIF in Menu 462. and select 2CH In in Menu 002.)

Analog 1 – 8 When selected, input to tracks 9 – 16 is taken from inputs 1 – 8 of the analog I/O module
(IF-AN24) if installed.  This is useful if the MX-2424 is connected to an analog mixer
with 8 busses.

Dig In 1 – 8 When selected, input to tracks 9 – 16 is taken from inputs 1 – 8 of a digital I/O module
(IF-AE24, IF-AD24 or IF-TD24) if installed.  This is useful if the MX-2424 is connected
to a digital mixer with 8 busses.

402 Inputs 17 – 24  /48k
This Menu allows selection of input source for the third block of eight channels.  Possible choices are:

Analog When selected, input to tracks 17 – 24 is taken from inputs 17 – 24 of the analog I/O
module (IF-AN24) if installed.

Dig In When selected, input to tracks 17 – 24 is taken from inputs 17 – 24 of a digital I/O
module (IF-AE24, IF-AD24 or IF-TD24) if installed.

2CH In When selected, the stereo digital inputs are routed to channels 17 – 24 with the Left
signal going to the Odd tracks (17,19,21,23) and the Right signal going to the Even tracks
(18,20,22,24).  It is then possible to record enable the desired Odd/Even pair of tracks for
stereo recording. (NOTE: When using this option it will be necessary to choose between
AES/EBU and SPDIF in Menu 462. and select 2CH In in Menu 002.)

Analog 1 – 8 When selected, input to tracks 17 – 24 is taken from inputs 1 – 8 of the analog I/O
module (IF-AN24) if installed.  This is useful if the MX-2424 is connected to an analog
mixer with 8 busses.

Dig In 1 – 8 When selected, input to tracks 17 – 24 is taken from inputs 1 – 8 of a digital I/O module
(IF-AE24, IF-AD24 or IF-TD24) if installed.  This is useful if the MX-2424 is connected
to a digital mixer with 8 busses.

451 Dig In Rate Conv
This Menu toggles On/Off the sample rate converter built into the 24-channel AES/EBU digital I/O module [52] if
installed.  (NOTE: The TDIF and ADAT modules do not have sample rate conversion so this Menu will have no
effect when a TDIF or ADAT module is installed.)

461 2CH In Rate Conv
This Menu toggles On/Off the sample rate conversion process available on the stereo AES/EBU [55] and SPDIF
[54] digital inputs.

462 2CH In Source
This Menu selects either the AES/EBU [55] or SPDIF [54] input for transferring stereo audio into the MX-2424
digitally.  (NOTE:  When using input it may be necessary to enable sample rate conversion under Menu 461 and
select the appropriate Sample Reference under Menu 002.
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465 2CH Out Select
With this Menu it is possible to select any adjacent Odd/Even pair of tracks for output from the stereo AES/EBU
[55] and SPDIF [54] connectors on the back of the MX-2424.  Both connectors will simultaneously output signal
from the same pair of tracks.  (NOTE:  When using this feature it will also be necessary to choose AES/EBU or
SPDIF protocol under Menu 466.)

If selected to Silent Clock, the stereo AES/EBU and SPDIF out connectors will output clock only.  This can be
useful if an external device needs to be digitally clocked to the MX-2424 using an XLR or RCA connector.  (The
default setting is 1,2.)

466 2CH Out Encoding
It is possible to output stereo digital audio in either AES/EBU or SPDIF protocol from both the XLR and Coaxial
stereo digital outputs on the rear of the MX-2424.  This Menu selects either AES/EBU or SPDIF protocol for these
outputs.  (NOTE: When set to SPDIF the MX-2424 does not enable the copy protection bit.)

Professional AES/EBU
Consumer SPDIF

Menu Bank 500: Audio Controls

510 Crossfade Length
When punching in/out or editing on digital audio the MX-2424 will generate a crossfade in RAM so there will not
be a click at the punch/edit point.  The crossfade value choices are in milliseconds and are as follows: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 18, 22, 30, 45, and 90.  (Default is 10ms.)  Any crossfade will be applied in real time and
heard when punching in or out of record.

540 Gapless Punchout
Gapless Punchout allow the ability to immediately switch from monitoring input audio to previously recorded audio
without any delay.  This Menu allows this feature to be turned off if desired.  (Default is On.)  (NOTE: This affects
monitoring functions only, actual audio punching is always gapless.

(NOTE: When repeatedly punching 12 or more tracks in & out of record simultaneously with Gapless Punchout
enabled in Non-Destructive Record Mode during a short period of time a “Media Too Slow” error message may be
displayed.  In the unlikely event that this occurs it will be necessary to spread the punches out over separate passes,
reduce the number of tracks being recorded or turn Gapless Punchout off.)

The setting of this Menu has no meaning in TL-TapeMode since it is, by nature, gapless.

Menu Bank 700: Disk

700 Disk Encoding
The setting of this Menu determines the audio file format and bit depth recorded by the MX-2424.  The setting of
this Menu applies only to newly recorded audio files, and will not alter audio files that are already recorded on the
disk.  It is possible to change this setting in the middle of a Project so that both 16-bit and 24-bit audio files exist
within the same Project.  The possible choices are:

SDII 16-Bit Records 16-bit Sound Designer II audio files to a Mac formatted disk.
SDII 24-Bit Records 24-bit Sound Designer II audio files to a Mac formatted disk.  (Default)
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701 Rec Disk
The setting of this Menu determines the target disk for recording audio files.  Only one target disk is possible at a
time for audio recording.  Disks are represented by their SCSI ID numbers.

702 Rec Disk Status
This is a detailed display indication only of the format of the currently selected Record Disk.  It is not possible to
make changes to any setting from this menu. The possible indications are:

Apple HFS
Unkown Format

703 Rec Disk Free
This is a dynamic display indication of approximate recording time left on the disk based on the number of tracks
selected for recording.  It is updated as more tracks are record-enabled.

710 Disk Initialize
This Menu Utility will initialize the selected disk.  This is a fast way to erase an entire disk.  INITIALIZING A
DISK WILL ERASE ALL AUDIO ON THE DISK.  THERE IS NO UNDO.  Before a disk is initialized it must be
un-mounted.

The SCSI ID location of the disk to be initialized must first be chosen.  Use TRIM [40] to select the correct disk:

Init Disk 0

Thru

Init Disk 6

Then the MX-2424 will prompt for confirmation.

The MX-2424 will initialize the disk to the Apple�  HFS disk format (Mac OS Standard).  If it is necessary to mount
the disk on a Macintosh�  then the disk may be initialized on the Macintosh�  to Mac OS Standard before recording
audio on the MX-2424.  If audio has been recorded on a disk with the MX-2424 and it is later determined that the
disk must be mounted on a Macintosh then Hard Disk Toolkit 3.0�  must be used to install driver software on the
disk without affecting the recorded audio.  It is necessary to restart the Macintosh to complete driver installation.
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711 Disk Low Format
This Menu Utility will perform a low level format on the specified drive.  This is different from initializing a disk
because it erases the disk sector by sector instead of just erasing the disk’s directory information.  Low Level
Formatting a disk takes longer than initializing a disk but should be performed periodically to keep the disk in
optimal condition.  LOW LEVEL FORMATTING A DISK WILL ERASE ALL AUDIO ON THE DISK.  THERE
IS NO UNDO.  After low level formatting a disk it will be necessary to initialize it in order to use it.  Additionally,
performing a Low Level Format on a disk will map out any bad sectors on a new disk.  Before a disk is formatted it
must be un-mounted.  If it is attempted to format a drive that is still mounted an error message will be displayed in
the LCD.  (NOTE: This operation takes approximately 20 minutes for a 9 gig drive and should not be interrupted.  If
the process is interrupted the drive will not be usable until a low level format is completely performed.)

The SCSI ID location of the disk to be formatted must first be chosen.  Use TRIM [40] to select the correct disk:

Format Disk 0

Thru

Format Disk 6

Then the MX-2424 will prompt for confirmation.

720 Disk Cleanup
This Menu Utility is used to free up disk space by deleting all audio files from the disk that are associated with
Projects that have been deleted by the MX-2424.  THERE IS NO UNDO FOR THIS UTILITY.  This process will
NOT remove any virtual tracks that are associated with a project.  When this utility is selected it is necessary to
select the SCSI ID location of the disk to be Cleaned Up:

Cleanup Disk 0

Thru

Cleanup Disk 6

730 Backup Erase
This Menu Utility is used to erase a piece of backup media such as a DVD-RAM disk or Travan tape.

The SCSI ID location of the media to be erased must first be chosen.  Use TRIM [40] to select the correct disk:

Erase Disk 0

Thru

Erase Disk 6

Then the MX-2424 will prompt for confirmation.

740 Disk Copy Status
This is a display indication that shows the percentage of the Smart Copy/TapeMode Convert process that is
complete.  It is not possible to make changes to any setting from this menu.  This display appears automatically
when a Smart Copy or TapeMode Convert operation is initiated.
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790 SCSI ID’s Mounted
This is a display indication only of the SCSI ID number of drives that are currently mounted on the MX-2424.

Menu Bank 800: Project

800 Project Name
From this Menu it is possible to create a new Project simply by creating a new and unique file name.  As soon as
audio is recorded for a new Project, audio file directories will be automatically created.  To access this Menu
directly, press SHIFT [19] then PROJ<NEW> [45].  If a project is already loaded into the MX-2424 a new project
name will automatically be created that is the same as the loaded project with an additional numerical suffix.

810 Track Prefix
Whenever new audio events are created by the MX-2424 this user-definable default prefix will become part of the
Event Name.  This prefix may not exceed 7 characters.  If a prefix longer than 7 character is attempted any
characters above the 7th will be truncated.

820 File Prefix
Whenever new audio files are recorded by the MX-2424 this user-definable default prefix will become part of the
File Name.

Menu Bank 900: System

900 Store Settings
This Menu allows the current MX-2424 configuration to be stored to one of eleven User Presets.  All Menu settings
are stored into these User Presets.  The possible choices are:

User 1 – 10 Memory locations for storage of User Preset configurations.
User Default If there is something stored to this location then it will be used as the default setting at

power up.  If nothing is stored here then the factory default setting will be used.

901 Recall Settings
This Menu allows stored configurations to be recalled to become the current MX-2424 configuration.  The possible
choices are:

User 1 – 10 Memory locations for storage of User Preset configurations.
User Default If there is something stored to this location then it will be used as the default setting at

power up.  If nothing is stored here then the factory default setting will be used.
Factory Default Factory Default Settings

910 Set Date
This Menu Utility allows the system date to be set using the TRIM key and the numerical keypad.

911 Set Time
This Menu Utility allows the system time to be set using the TRIM key and the numerical keypad.  The time is
entered in 24-hour format.
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920 LED Brightness
This Menu Utility adjusts the brightness of the LED’s and Meters on the MX-2424.

940 Machine Name
This Menu Utility allows you to name your MX-2424 with up to a ten-character name. This menu is used to
distinguish multiple units when using ViewNet on a network.

930 Machine I.D.
This displays the ID number of your MX-2424 that would be displayed in ViewNet.  It is not possible to change it.

950 IP Address
With this Menu Utility it is possible to set the IP Address to suit individual network needs.  The first nine numbers
of this address must be the same on all TASCAM hard disk recorders and network computers on the same network.
Individual machines are determined by the last three numbers, which must be unique to each machine and computer
on a network.  (NOTE:  if you attach your MX-2424 to a local network please make sure your IP settings do not
conflict with another device on the network.)  Please refer to the ViewNet Manual for more detail.

951 IP Net Mask
This Menu Utility is used to enter the IP Net Mask.  This should be set to 255.255.255.000 and should not be
changed unless your network administrator advises that a different setting should be used. Please refer to the
ViewNet Manual for more detail.

952 IP Gateway
This Menu Utility is used to enter the IP Gateway.  This value is factory preset to 000.000.000.000 and should not
be changed unless the ViewNet network is part of a larger network which uses a Gateway.  If there is no Gateway in
use, there is no need to enter any data in this menu.  Contact your network administrator if you are unsure.

990 Software Version
This displays the version number of the software currently installed in the MX-2424.

995 Save S/W To Card
This Menu Utility allows the firmware in the MX-2424 to be stored to a TL Media card inserted in the TL Media
Slot [22].  (Please refer to MX-OS Operations for details.)

999 Copyright ©
TimeLine 2000
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Advanced Functions
Using Auto Punch, Loop Mode & Virtual Tracks

Auto Punch, Loop Mode and Virtual Track functions are separate operations, however they are very powerful when
used together so they will be covered together in this section.

Using Auto Punch

Auto Punch mode is used for automating record/rehearse punching.  There are times, when operating the MX-2424
alone, when it is helpful to have the machine automatically perform transport functions and record/rehearse
punching.  This allows the operator to play a musical instrument while the MX-2424 executes a punch and will
allow manually performed punches to be repeated automatically.

The Auto Punch function uses the Edit In and Out points to determine the punch in and out points for
recording/rehearsal.  There are three ways to set the In and Out points:

Direct Entry: A time code value can be entered with the NUMERIC KEYS [17] then stored to the In or Out
location by pressing STORE [20] then IN [30,69] or OUT [31,70].

Capture: In and Out points may be captured “on the fly” with the transport running or with the transport stopped.
Press CAPT [16,71] to capture the time code value in the top line of the LCD [18], which is the current location of
the play head, into the bottom line of the LCD [18].  With the CAPT LED flashing press IN [30,69] or OUT
[31,70] to store the captured value to the In or Out location.  Note that the time code value is captured at the time the
CAPT [16,71] button is pressed.  CAPT [16, 71] may be pressed repeatedly, continually updating the captured
value until a target is determined.

Automatic: Every time a punch is manually performed the In and Out points are automatically updated by the MX-
2424 to match the most recently executed punch.  When a single record operation is performed during a pass the In
and Out points are placed at the beginning and the end of the newly recorded audio event when the transport is
stopped.  When multiple record operations are performed during a single pass the In and Out points are placed at the
beginning of the first newly recorded audio event and the end of the last newly recorded audio event when the
transport is stopped.  The screen shots below from ViewNet illustrate this.

Press SHIFT [19] then REC [37] or REH [36] to enable Auto Record or Auto Rehearse mode.  When the MX-2424
is enabled for Auto Record/Rehearse the REC/REH LED will flash to indicate that when the transport is engaged a
record/rehearse operation will be executed at the current In/Out points.  To cancel Auto Record/Rehearse mode
press the REC [37] or REH [36] button again and the LED will stop flashing indicating that Auto Punch mode has
been disabled.
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Using Loop Mode

There are three Loop Modes determined by Menu 210 as described below:

Play Repeatedly This setting will cause the MX-2424 to play from the In point (with Pre-Roll) through the
Out point (with Post-Roll) repeatedly until the STOP key {34} is pressed.  (This is the
default setting.)

Play Once & Cue This setting will cause the MX-2424 to play from the In point (with Pre-Roll) through the
Out point (with Post-Roll), then locate back to the In point (with Pre-Roll) and stop,
disengaging the LOOP key.

Play Once & Stop This setting will cause the MX-2424 to play from the In point (with Pre-Roll) through the
Out point (with Post-Roll) and stop, disengaging the LOOP key.

Once the desired Loop Mode is set in Menu 210, Loop Mode may be used as described below:

From the MX-2424:
Press LOOP [26] to immediately initiate the Loop operation as set in Menu 210 relative to the In and Out points.
To cancel Loop mode press STOP [34].
It is also possible to cancel Loop mode on the fly by pressing PLAY.  In this case LOOP will be disengaged and the
transport will continue playing.  If the MX-2424 is recording then pressing PLAY will also punch out.

From the RC-2424:
Press LOOP [74] to immediately initiate the Loop operation as set in Menu 210 relative to the In and Out points on
the MX-2424 currently selected by the MACHINE SELECT [72] keys.
To cancel Loop mode press STOP [34].
It is also possible to cancel Loop mode on the fly by pressing PLAY. In this case LOOP will be disengaged and the
transport will continue playing.  If the MX-2424 is recording then pressing PLAY will also punch out.

(NOTE: The MX-2424 will not loop over “midnight” {time code location 00:00:00:00} including Pre/Post Roll.  If
it is necessary to use 00:00:00:00 as the In point of a Loop operation then the pre-roll will have to be set to zero.)
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Using Auto Punch with Loop Mode

If the MX-2424 is set to perform an Auto Record/Rehearse and Loop Mode is engaged then the Auto Punch will be
executed at the In and Out points during the Loop operation.  When used in this way the MX-2424 will function as
described below for the three possible settings of Menu 210.

Play Repeatedly This setting will cause the MX-2424 to play from the In point (minus Pre-Roll), punch in
at the In point, punch out at the Out point and continue playing for the amount of time set
as Post Roll then repeat until STOP [34] is pressed or Loop Mode is cancelled.  (This is
the default setting.)
 If recording in Non-Destructive mode recording passes may be undone with the UNDO
[12] button.  NOTE: No Undo is available when recording in TapeMode.

Play Once & Cue This setting will cause the MX-2424 to play from the In point (minus Pre-Roll), punch in
at the In point, punch out at the Out point and continue playing for the amount of time set
as Post Roll then locate back to the In point (minus Pre-Roll) and stop, disengaging Loop
Mode.  (This is similar in operation to a TASCAM DTRS machine.)
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Play Once & Stop This setting will cause the MX-2424 to play from the In point (minus Pre-Roll), punch in
at the In point, punch out at the Out point and continue playing for the amount of time set
as Post Roll then stop, disengaging Loop Mode.

When using Loop Mode in combination with Auto Punch it is possible to cancel the Loop operation on the fly by
pressing REC/REH or by holding REC/REH and pressing PLAY (as determined in Menu 202).  When Loop Mode
is cancelled in this way during an Auto Record operation the MX-2424 will continue to record until manually
punched out.

Using and Managing Virtual Tracks

Virtual Track Overview

The MX-2424 is capable of up to 999 Tracks per project.  24 of those tracks can be played back at once.  This
allows up to 975 virtual tracks to be utilized/stored in a project for alternate takes, work tracks, etc.  The process of
managing these Virtual Tracks is called loading and unloading.  Only one track may be loaded at a time per
playback track.

Unloading a track removes it from the Physical Track location where it is played back by the MX-2424 while
leaving the audio file(s) on the hard drive.  Loading a track places it into the specified Physical Track location for
playback.  When operating in non-destructive record mode there may be many audio files associated with a single
track.  When operating in TapeMode there is only one audio file per track.
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Manually Unloading Tracks
To select a track for unloading, press VIEW [46] then use the UP/DOWN [41,43] arrow keys, SCRUB [42] wheel
or the Individual Track Selection Keys [4] to choose a track.  The SEL indicator will be flashing on the selected
track.  Press <SHIFT> [19] then VIEW<UNLOAD> [46] to unload the selected track.  Track selection will
automatically advance to the next track.  There is no UNDO for the track unloading operation.

Loading Tracks
To Load a Virtual Track into a Physical Track location for playback:
1. From the normal time code display in the LCD [18] press PROJ [45] twice.
2. Use the UP/DOWN Arrow [41,43] buttons to select the project that contains the virtual track that is to be

loaded.
3. With the desired project displayed in the LCD [18] Press PROJ [45].
4. Use the UP/DOWN Arrow [41,43]  buttons or the SCRUB Wheel [42] to select the virtual track to be loaded.

The name of the virtual track will be displayed in the lower half of the LCD [18].
5. Use the triangular Track Select Keys [4] to select the Physical track to load the Virtual track into.  The name of

the Physical playback track will be displayed in the upper half of the LCD [18].
6. Press YES [20].

Moving Tracks
To move a track from one physical playback location (1-24) to another:
1. From the normal time code display in the LCD [18] press PROJ [45] twice.
2. Use the UP/DOWN Arrow [41,43] buttons to select the project that contains the track that is to be moved.
3. With the desired project displayed in the LCD [18] Press PROJ [45].
4. Use the UP/DOWN Arrow [41,43]  buttons or the SCRUB Wheel [42] to select the track to be moved.  The

name of the track will be displayed in the lower half of the LCD [18].
5. Use the triangular Track Select Keys [4] to select the destination track.  The name of the destination track will

be displayed in the upper half of the LCD [18].
6. Press YES [20].

Renaming Tracks
1. Press PROJ [45]
2. Press the UP or DOWN Arrow [41,43] button until Rename is displayed in the LCD [18]
3. Press PROJ [45]
4. Press the UP or DOWN Arrow [41,43] button until the name of the project is displayed that contains the track

to be renamed.
5. Press PROJ [45]
6. Use the UP/DOWN Arrow [41,43] buttons to select the track to be renamed.
7. Press YES [20]
8. Press TRIM [40]
9. Use the SHTL Ring [42] to move the cursor under the character to be changed and the UP/DOWN Arrow

[41,43] buttons or SCRUB Dial [42] to change the character
10. Press YES [20] when finished and YES [20] again to confirm
11. Press CLEAR [15] before renaming another track.
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211 Loop Record
This Menu allows automatic creation of virtual tracks when a record operation is performed.  The STOP [34] key
can be pressed at any time to immediately cancel any recording or Loop operation.  (Default setting is OFF.)

Auto Unload On/Off This setting will create a new virtual track each time a Loop/Auto Record operation takes
place.  Each new track created will maintain the same track name while increasing the
track’s numerical extension one number for each new recording.  This is done by
unloading the track last recorded on before recording a new one.  Once an audio file is
unloaded it becomes a virtual track and can then be loaded into any physical track on the
MX-2424. (NOTE: If using this function in Non-Destructive Record Mode all audio
events on a track will be unloaded along with the newly recorded section before
recording the next virtual track.  In this case it will be necessary to load the original track
along with all the virtual tracks for comparison/editing when virtual tracking is
completed.)

(NOTE: The Record w/Unload function only works when used with Auto Record and
Loop Mode together.  This function does not work with Auto Record alone or manual
punching.)

It may be helpful when creating Virtual tracks automatically in this way to make a copy
of the original track then clear the section to be recorded as shown in the diagram below.
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Editing Functions

CUT
The CUT function removes the audio from the selected track(s) between the In and the Out points and places it into
the clipboard.  All subsequent audio will be slipped earlier in time to replace the audio that was cut.

LOCAL CUT
(SHIFT then CUT)
The LOCAL CUT function removes the audio from the selected track(s) between the In and the Out points within an
audio event and places it into the clipboard.  Subsequent audio within that event will be slipped earlier in time to
replace the audio that was cut.  Subsequent events will not move.
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COPY
The COPY function copies the audio from the selected track(s) between the In and Out points and places it into the
clipboard.

SPLIT
(SHIFT then COPY)
The SPLIT function creates an event boundary at the play head location.
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CLEAR
The CLEAR function removes the audio between the In and Out points, replacing it with silence.  It does not affect
the position of any other audio material on the track(s).

DISCARD
(SHIFT then CLEAR)
The DISCARD function removes the audio on both sides of the In and Out points, replacing it with silence but will
NOT remove audio beyond the next or previous edit boundaries.  The clipboard is not affected.
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PASTE
PASTE places the contents of the clipboard into the selected track(s) at the position of the In point and overwrites
any existing material on those selected tracks starting at the In point and extending for the duration of the clipboard
contents.  PASTE does not alter the placement of any other material on the track(s).

SYNC PASTE
(SHIFT then PASTE)
Sync paste is similar to PASTE, but it allows the user to reference a location defined by the position of the play head
other than the IN point.  Essentially, the difference between the play head and the IN point when the audio is copied
is maintained when a SYNC PASTE is performed.  New IN and OUT points are generated at the Sync Past location.
This allows the user to reference a downbeat in music or visual event in a video playback.
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INSERT
INSERT places the contents of the clipboard into the selected track(s) at the In point, while slipping all subsequent
audio on the selected tracks later in time an amount equal to the inserted audio.

SYNC INSERT
(SHIFT then INSERT)
Sync insert is similar to SYNC PASTE except instead of pasting over existing audio, the audio is moved later in
time an amount equal to the pasted audio.  Essentially, the difference between the play head and the IN point when
the audio is copied is maintained when a SYNC INSERT is performed. New IN and OUT points are generated at the
Sync Insert location.  This allows the user to reference a downbeat in music or a visual event in a video playback.
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OPEN
OPEN places a segment of silence into the selected track(s) at the In point equal to the time between the In and Out
points, while slipping all subsequent audio later in time an amount equal to the time between the In and Out points.

IN���� NOW
(SHIFT then OPEN)
This function will move the audio defined by the In and Out points to the current position of the play head
overwriting any existing audio event(s).  The audio’s In point is placed at the play head.
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REVERSE
(SHIFT then UNDO)
The Reverse function reverses the audio on edit-enabled track(s) between the In and Out points.  This function will
split audio events if necessary.

RENDER
(SHIFT then REDO)
The Render function creates a single continuous audio file from multiple audio events on edit-enabled track(s)
between the In and Out points.

UNDO
This steps backward through the Undo history.

REDO
This steps forward through the Undo history.
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MX-OS OPERATIONS
MX-2424 MX-OS Backup & Update Procedures

MX-OS is the system software that the MX-2424 runs.  It is stored in Flash ROM inside the MX-2424 for
ease of update and speed of power up.  This provides the additional advantage of a flexible system so
features can easily be added to your MX-2424 as they are developed.

From time to time MX-OS updates will become available on the TASCAM web site
(http://www.tascam.com) as new features are added.  Those updates can be downloaded to a Mac or PC
then transferred to the MX-2424 via Ethernet.  The steps below detail the process of backing up and
updating MX-OS.

Storing MX-OS to a TL Media Card
The MX-2424 ships with a blank TL Media card. When you unpack and install your MX-2424 the
currently installed version of MX-OS may be backed up to the card.  This will enable the MX-2424 to be
started and MX-OS to be reloaded from the TL-Media card in the unlikely event that the Flash ROM in the
MX-2424 gets zapped as could happen during a power surge or brown-out.  (NOTE: It is recommended
that the MX-2424’s power be connected to an Un-interruptable Power Supply {UPS} or a quality surge
protector.)
It is not necessary to connect the MX-2424 to a computer for the following procedure:

1. Press SETUP [44] and scroll to Menu 995.  Press STORE [20] and confirm by pressing STORE/YES
[20].

2. You will be prompted to Insert Blank TL Media.  (NOTE: Any data on the TL Media card will be lost
during this process.)  Insert a TL Media card and press STORE/YES [20].  After briefly displaying
Menu 995 again the LCD will show Formatting TLMedia.  This takes approximately 2 minutes, do not
press any keys during this process. (NOTE: The card goes in with the notch (chamfer) down and the
gold contact facing right.)

3. The LCD will then display the progress of writing data blocks to the TL Media card. This will take
about 5 minutes.

4. When finished, the LCD will display Software Saved.  Press CLEAR twice and remove the TL Media
card.
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Backing Up MX-OS to a Computer
It may be desirable to save the version of MX-OS that is currently installed in the MX-2424 to a computer
to ensure that version is safely archived if it is ever needed again.  With the MX-2424 connected to a Mac
or PC via 100Mb Ethernet the steps below will save the version of MX-OS in the MX-2424 to the
computer.

1. Launch the ViewNet application.
2. From the ViewNet Network Screen highlight the MX-2424 that has the version of MX-OS to be saved

or make it active in the Edit Screen by clicking on its Connection button as shown below.  The button
will turn blue and the MX-2424 will appear in the Edit Screen.

3. Select Backup MX Software from the Machine Menu.

4. Determine a location on the computer to save the MX-OS file from the MX-2424. It may be
convenient to create a folder to contain new versions of MX-OS as they are released.  Then inside that
folder each version could have its own folder to contain the MX-OS file and any associated
documentation.  (NOTE: This manual assumes the user has a working knowledge of the Mac OS
and/or Windows.)

5. Type in a file name for the MX-OS file.  Using the version number of the MX-OS file is a good way to
keep track of the MX-OS versions stored on your computer.  The version of MX-OS in the MX-2424
can be seen in Menu 990.

6. Click SAVE – in about 20 seconds a confirmation will appear that the MX-OS backup was successful.
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Updating MX-OS on an MX-2424
Whenever a new version of MX-OS becomes available it will be posted to the TASCAM Web site for
download (http://www.tascam.com).  Archived files for both Mac and PC will be posted along with
documentation in PDF format (as needed).  The new version of MX-OS will be written to the TL-Media
card, which is then used to update the flash ROM in the MX-2424.  The steps below detail the process of
updating the version of MX-OS in an MX-2424:

1. Download the latest version of MX-OS from the TASCAM web site.  Place the file into the desired
folder that will contain the MX-OS file and its documentation.  Extract the MX-OS file and
documentation files into that folder.

2. Launch the ViewNet GUI application.
3. Insert the TL Media card that will be used to store the new MX-OS and update the MX-2424.  (NOTE:

Any data on the TL Media card will be lost during this process.)
4. From the ViewNet Network Screen highlight the MX-2424 that has the TL Media card inserted or

make it active in the Edit Screen by clicking on its Connection button as shown below.  The button will
turn blue and the MX-2424 will appear in the Edit Screen.

5. Select Update MX Software from the Machine Menu.

6. Locate the MX-OS file that was created by the self-extracting archive and Open it.
7. The TL Media card will be formatted, this takes about 2 minutes.  (NOTE: This may take longer on a

Macintosh. When using a Mac, all applications that are using the Ethernet port must be shut down.)
Then the new version of MX-OS will be written to the TL Media card.  The LCD will display the
progress of writing data blocks to the TL Media card.  When finished, Update Software Completed will
be displayed in the LCD and instructions will be displayed in ViewNet.

8. Leave the TL Media card in its slot and cycle the power on the MX-2424.  The Flash ROM in the MX-
2424 will be updated with the MX-OS from the TL Media card.

9. When the update is completed, cycle the power on the MX-2424 again to complete the update.
10. If the RC-2424 is connected then its software will be automatically updated.
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ANALOG OPTION

I/O Capacity: 6 D-Sub 25F connectors,  8 input or 8 output channels per connector. 24 in/out channels total.

Quantization: 24 bits, A/D and D/A

Sample Rate: 38.5kHz to 54kHz – 24 I/O Channels, or at 96kHz – 12 I/O channels (future s/w)

Analog Input and Output Level:  +4 dBu balanced, +22 +/- 1 dBu clip, not adjustable.

Frequency Response: 20 Hz - 20 kHz ±0.2 dB

Headroom:  18 dB above nominal input level

Analog Input / Output Impedance:  10kOhms, balanced / <75 Ohms, balanced

THD+N (through):  <.004 % @ 1 kHz, @ clip level -0.5 dB
Dynamic range (through): >106 dB (20 Hz - 22 kHz, with A-weighted filter).
S/N ratio (through): >106 dB (10 Hz - 22 kHz, with A-weighted filter)
Crosstalk (through): <-95 dB (between any channels, 20 Hz - 20 kHz)

THD+N (A/D):  <.001 % typ @ 1 kHz, @ clip level -0.5 dB
Dynamic range (A/D): 109 dB typ (20 Hz - 22 kHz, with A-weighted filter).

THD+N (D/A):  <.003 % typ @ 1 kHz, @ clip level -0.5 dB
Dynamic range (D/A): 111dB typ (20 Hz - 22 kHz, with A-weighted filter).

DIGITAL OPTIONS

AES/EBU OPTION

I/O Capacity: 3 D-Sub 25F connectors,  8 input and 8 output channels per connector. 24 in/out channels total.

Quantization: 24 bits

Sample Rate: 38.5kHz to 54kHz – 24 I/O Channels, or at 96kHz – 12 I/O channels (future s/w)

Frequency Response: 20 Hz - 20 kHz +/- 0.0 dB

THD+N (through or record, linear mode):  Adds no distortion to source material.

Sample Rate Conversion is defeatable on all 24 channels simultaneously. When selected:

THD+N (through): < .00025%

Sample Rate Conversion: .33 to 3 input range to internal sample rate, with 12 kHz min to 108 kHz
max external input freq.

TDIF OPTION

I/O Capacity: 3 Dsub 25F connectors,  8 In and 8 Out channels per connector. 24 In / Out channels total.

Quantization: 24 bits

Sample Rate: 38.5kHz to 54kHz – 24 I/O Channels, or at 96kHz – 12 I/O channels (future s/w)

Frequency Response: 20 Hz - 20 kHz +/- 0.0 dB

MX-2424 SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

THD+N (through or record):  Adds no distortion to source material.

6/15/00 Rev F
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ADAT OPTION

I/O Capacity: 3 Lightpipe I/O connector pairs.  8 In and 8 Out channels per connector set. 24 In / Out
channels total.

Quantization: 24 bits

Sample Rate: 38.5kHz to 54kHz – 24 I/O Channels, or at 96kHz – 12 I/O channels (future s/w)

Frequency Response: 20 Hz - 20 kHz +/- 0.0 dB

THD+N (through or record):  Adds no distortion to source material.

MAIN UNIT

Sample length, Recording:  16-bit, linear or 24-bit, linear

Sample Length, Internal:  24 bit

Audio I/O: 1 AES/EBU (XLR M/F) and 1 SPDIF I/O (RCA F’s) connector set

Timing Reference sources:  Internal, Internal Varispeed, Follow time code in, Video (either NTSC
or PAL), AES/EBU, SPDIF digital clock input, Word clock input, TL-Bus

Internal Sample Rates in Hz:  44056   (44100-), 44100, 44144   (44100+), 47952   (48000-), 48000,
48048, (48000+)

External Sample rates:  38.5 kHz - 96 kHz (via external sync input)

Time Code Type & Rate:

30 Non drop frame (NDF) @ 30 frames per second

30 Drop frame (DF) @ 30 frames per second

PAL @ 25 frames per second (PAL default setting)

NTSC @ 29.97 frames per second NDF (NTSC default setting)

29.97 Drop frame(DF) @ 29.97 frames per second

Nominal temperature should be 41 to 95 degrees Fahrenheit (5 to 35 degrees Centigrade).
Relative humidity should be 30 to 90% (non-condensing)

Size:17.5” D x 19” W x 7” H (44.45 Centimeters D x 48.26 Centimeters W x 17.78 Centimeters H)
Weight is approximately 31 Pounds (14 Kilograms) with option cards installed.

Electrical Ratings

Autoswitching power supply
100-240 V AC  1.5-0.8 A 150 W 50/60 Hz

Analog input/output is 9.75 VRMS Max

MX-2424 SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS 6/15/00 Rev F 

RC-2424 UNIT

Input Current Rating:  2A
Size: 8" D x 15" W x 2" H (38.1 Centimeters D x 20.32 Centimeters W x 5.08 Centimeters H)
Weight: 3.38 Pounds (1.5 Kilograms)
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